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QUARTERLY SIGNIFICANT PROGRAMS REPORT 

 

 

 

Covered the period beginning April 1, 2014 

Ending June 30, 2014 

 

 

Station KSCW is a CW Network affiliate in its service area.  In carrying out its 

responsibilities as a public trustee, the station deals with and is responsive to the principal 

issues arising in its community on a continuing basis.  A variety of specials, public 

service announcements, public affairs programs and broadcasts on matter of concern to 

our community are supplemented, in some cases, with in-community projects.  Our most 

significant programming, which has dealt with current community issues during the 

preceding three-month period, is set forth below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specific Treatment of Community Issues  

 

News stories carried in the M-F and Sunday 7am Morning Newscasts and the 

rebroadcast of the daily KWCH 10:00pm newscasts, Monday through Sunday, 

ranging in length of 45 seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

News stories carried in the M-F 4pm and M-Sunday 9pm Newscasts ranging in 

length of 45 seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 

 

Crime – Reports on criminal activity throughout the entire viewing area as well as the 

rest of the country and the world.  Here we are listing just a few of the stories that were 

included in our newscast this quarter. 

 

Community - Connecting with the all members of the community and serving their 

specific and special needs is important in a diverse culture. In Wichita, as in most 

communities, there is a need for the public and private organizations to contribute money, 

time, and services to important issues, organizations, and causes within their community.  

As a public medium, we carry a responsibility to let the community know about 

important causes that are worthy of public support.  

 

Economy - The economy is of major importance to Kansas residents.  Continuing growth 

keeps our employment rate high; new contract acquisitions by the local aircraft 

manufacturers, old businesses leaving town, new businesses coming in, proposed tax 

increases/decreases, and major weather concerns for residences and businesses. All of 

these factors impact the community, and are of ongoing interest and concern for our 

viewing audience.  

 

Education – Coverage of educational issues in the viewing area including the various 

school districts, higher education facilities, and communities. 

 

Environment - Environment issues and concerns are of interest are aired regularly in  

newscasts to keep viewers informed of the latest in  Environmental technology, 

treatments, advisories, etc.   

 

Health & Safety - In Wichita, as in most communities, there is a need for public 

awareness of certain public and personal safety issues, and as a public medium, it is our 

responsibility to help ensure that a message is disseminated.  

 

Politics – Coverage of the issues and decisions by city, county and state government can 

affect them.     
 



 

 

Description of Programs Providing Most 

Significant Treatment of Community Issues 
 

Program    Day   Time 

 

Eyewitness News This Morning  M-F & Sunday  7:00-9:00am 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually 45 seconds in duration, unless otherwise noted. 

 

Eyewitness News @ 4pm   M-F   4:00-4:30pm 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually 45 seconds in duration, unless otherwise noted. 

 

Eyewitness News @ 9pm   M-F   9:00-9:30pm 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually 45 seconds in duration, unless herwise noted. 

 

The Brett & Sierra Show  M-F   4:30-5:00pm  repeats 1:30am 

This is a locally produced  show hosted by Brett Harris and Sierra Scott who highlight local events, 

entertainment, shopping, dining, arts and fun things to do with family and friends in Wichita and across 

Kansas. 

 

The Catch it Kansas Show  Fridays August - May 11:00pm 

This is a locally produced live sports program that recaps the local sporting events at the High School level. 

 

Eyewitness News at 10:00  Mon-Sun  1:00am – 1:30am Rebroadcast 

KSCW rebroadcasts the M-F 10:00pm News Program produced by KWCH. This is a locally produced live 

news programs that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related stories. The issue responsive 

program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise noted. 

 

First Business   Monday – Friday  4:30am-5:00am 

First Business is a nationally syndicated program that previews the day’s news and trading day, digging 

deeper for the real ideas to make their money work. 

 

AG am in Kansas   Monday-Friday   6:00-6:30pm 

AG am in Kansas is the only locally produced half-hour agriculture show on television in the state of 

Kansas.  At AG am in Kansas, the on-going mission is to tell Good News stories about the people, places 

and things relating to Agriculture in Kansas.  The show is produced in coordination with Kansas State 

University's Research and the Extension Department. 

 

AgDay    Monday-Friday  6:30-7:00pm 

AgDay is a syndicated daily half-hour television program presented in magazine format focusing on 

agriculture news, agribusiness, and country living. It is hosted by Clinton Griffiths. 

 

Face The Nation Page 2  Sunday   10:00am 

The second half hour of the weekly CBS program discussing a spectrum of national and international 

issues. 

 

The Weekend Crew  Sunday   6:30pm LTC May 4 

Locally produced program focusing on the best things about Wichita and Kansas. Discover great places to 

eat, exciting events in the community, the best new movies and local stories with the hottest deals.. 

 

Public Service    All Days   Any times 

KSCW broadcasts local and national public service announcements of varying lengths throughout its 

broadcast schedule. Some of the announcements are part of campaigns on one subject.  



 

 

MAY SWEEPS LIST 

 

BABY JESSY – SCHWANKE/GORDON – 5/11 

In May 1999, we saw one of the most amazing well rescues in history.  A 17 month-old boy fell into a 25 

foot well.  Baby Jesse was rescued and we have compelling video of it.  We catch up with Jesse 15 years 

later.  He or his family have never talked to the media about it. 

 

CONCUSSION FOLO – SCHWANKE/GORDON – 4/24 

Boy who was injured last year – concussion folo – mom says he still has problems – she called after last 

year’s story.  We show the lasting effects of concussions. 

 

DIW: SCHEFFLER/MCMULLEN 

DermaWand: took for women to treat aging.  (A lot of women asking me to test this.  It would be tested 

over several months.)  5/14 

 

Flex Seal CLEAR:  Kim tested this product and its crazy claims.  Now it's coming up in Clear!  Should be a 

fun test.  5/21 

 

Scanner Guard:  keeps your credit cards from being skimmed.  Could be a little like Factfinder?  5/7 

 

The latest version of the XHOSE:  it never goes away.  They come up with a new one every year!  And 

everyone wants to know if it works. 

 

Hail Protector – the external airbag for your car.  A-One Auto Salvage on S. Broadway.  Mike 800-342-

9921 – 4/30 

 

EXTREME EVENTS:  SCHWANKE/WILSON – 5/21 – Some are calling it the new mid-life crisis – 

extreme events designed to push your body and endurance.  Is your couch potato buddy doing it to prove 

he’s young and fit?   

 

OLDER BUS DRIVERS – HEAP/SCHUNN – 5/8 

It’s a situation no one wants to talk about – school districts or bus companies.  How do you make sure older 

bus drivers are still safe bus drivers?  We pull accident statistics and look at whether older drivers are really 

more of a risk on the road.  

 

AND YOU ARE…  - SCHEFFLER/GORDON 5/4 

You may be shocked at how much of your private information is online.  We go to a public location, select 

a participant and using only their name pull up information about them.   How can you find what’s online 

and how can you control it? 

 

BACK TO MOORE – SEABROOK/TAYLOR – 5/18, 5/19, 5/20 

We revisit Moore, Oklahoma, a year after the tornado.  Lauren Seabrook returns to check in with her family 

whom we profiled after the disaster.   

 

WITHOUT WARNING – GRAWE – 5/15 

With social media so popular, where you should and should not look for life-saving weather alerts? 

BUYING THE AMERICAN DREAM – NOTICIAS/PARRES/SALAZAR 

Week-long series of stories on how to buy a home.  Topics involve credit and common problems those in 

the Hispanic community face when purchasing a home. 

 

EARTHQUAKES – DEGOOD/STEINERT – 4/27 

Why the recent earthquakes in KS?  How many?  What’s causing them? 

 

REMEMBERING HAYSVILLE – CORNISH/KLOSE – 5/1, 5/2 

15 year anniversary of Haysville tornado.  We talk with survivor who was just a child when tornado hit but 

lose many family members.  We also take a look at how Haysville rebuilt. 



 

 

CRIME 

 

4/1/14  4pm 

Investigators have determined wichita's airport naming committee did *not commit a violation of the 

Kansas Open Meetings Act. The investigation centered around  two meetings the committee held earlier 

this year. The meetings  concerned renaming Mid-continent airport to Dwight D. Eisenhower National 

Airport. Today, District Attorney Marc Bennett announced no evidence of a violation was found. 

 

4/2/14  7am 

No trial for the driver of this school bus. Instead morris peterson will diversion for one misdemeanor 

charge. This was the scene after Peterson tried to drive the bus across a flooded bridge in Douglass last 

year. Prosecutors say the case against Peterson will be dismissed in a year if he follows the terms of his 

diversion. 

 

4/3/14  9pm 

And in our crime watch tonight. Police in salina are investigating a series of burglaries. 

Police say, they happened overnight at the prairieland market... American family insurance... And uptown 

salon in the 300 block of east walnut. They are neighboring businesses. Police say, the burglars got away 

with about 600-dollars in cash... Food, and other products. 

 

4/4/14  7am 

In the crime watch this morning. A wichita senior citizen attacked with a baseball bat! 

Police say the woman is in her 80s! Someone hit her several times with a bat. At this point, police have not 

told us much. We know it happened last night in the 26-hundred block of south west street. The woman is 

in the hospital...and police say they have caught the person who did it. 

 

4/5/14  9pm 

In today's crime watch... A man says he was attacked by six or seven people on south Ida - that's near 

washington and wassel. The victim went to the hospital with stab wounds. Officers got the call at three-

thirty this morning They did arrest two 18 year olds - both face aggravated battery charges 

 

4/6/14  9pm 

A high speed chase... Where the fugitive hit a police car with an officer inside... Turns into an an hour long 

stand off that ultimiately ended here at the hutchinson detention center ... But neighbors who witnessed the 

arrest say they're still shaken up... 

 

4/7/14  7am 

Wichita police are looking for a robber who held up a gas station with a gun. Police say it happened at the 

Presto near west maple and tracy just before 6 saturday night. There was at least one customer forced to the 

ground, but no one was hurt. The robber got away with the cash. 

 

4/8/14  8am 

A jury convicts a salina man of first-degree murder in the death of a 27-year-old WOMAN. 

Jurors also found Dane deweese guilty of conspiracy to commit murder for his role in the April 20-13 death 

of Kristin Tyler. Tyler's body was found about two weeks after her family and friends last had contact with 

her. Deweese is set to be sentenced in June. Another man is also charged in the case... His trial is set for 

may. 

 

4/9/14  4pm 

One of two men charged in the murder of a salina woman is found guilty. A jury convicted dane deweese 

of first degree murder in the death of kristin tyler. Tyler's body was found in rural salina last year, about 

two weeks after her family said she disappeared . Deweese is scheduled to be sentenced in june. 

 

4/10/14  7am 

Iit was ruled an accident...but now authorities may be reconsidering. Four months after a fire killed twin 

boys in pratt criminal charges may be coming. At first, the fire marshal ruled it an accident. 



 

 

But pratt police opened their own investigation. Both jasper and jayce ibarra died in that fire.  They were 23 

months old.... 

 

4/11/14  7am 

A driver crashes through a fence at OJ Watson Park in south wichita. Police tell our news partners at kfdi 

the driver was drunk. This happened just after midnight. No one was hurt. 

 

4/12/14  8am 

In the crime watch...A Kansas City man is charged with first-degree murder in connection with the death of 

an 8-year-old girl.Police say the man crashed into a minivan the little girl was riding in - while he was 

fleeing from police.27-year-old "Tyrone Murphy junior" was charged in the death of Jasmine Rodriguez. 

She was killed Wednesday when Murphy's car collided with the minivan her mother was driving. 

Murphy is also charged with possession of cocaine, eluding a police officer and three counts of aggravated 

battery for injuries to the girl's mother and two siblings. 

 

4/13/14  9pm 

Now to the latest on a deadly shooting near kansas city. Officers say... Three people are dead. 

They say... Shots were fired in a parking lot behind the "jewish community center of greater kansas city." 

That's where officers say two people were killed. Minutes later... Shots were reported at "village shalom 

retirement community." A woman died there. Officers say... They took a man in his 70's into custody at a 

nearby school. His car had missouri plates. But police are not saying where he is from. There were reports 

that he yelled anti-semitic remarks before being arrest. But authorities are not calling it a hate crime at this 

time. 

 

4/14/14  7am 

Overland Park police are trying to figure out why a man went on a killing spree at a jewish center and 

jewish assisted living home. 73-year-old frazier glenn miller is a former Ku-Klux-Klan leader. 

Eyewitnesses say miller was screaming anti-semitic remarks after his arrest. Doctor william lewis corporon 

and his 14-year-old grandson were killed -- along with a third person. Mindy corporan spoke out about her 

father and son. 

 

4/15/14  4pm 

The man accused of a deadly shooting at two jewish community sites in overland park... Makes his first 

appearance in court... but the charges he heard today, may not be the only he faces... 

 

4/16/14  7am 

Salina police say it appears someone disabled the alarm sometime between saturday night and monday 

morning and took the firearms.among the guns stolen...more than 100 handguns as well as 20 semi-

automatic rifles.a dozen knives were also taken and an estimated five-thousand dollars worth of 

ammunition.they also left a mess behind.the loss is estimated at 50-thousand dollars. 

 

4/17/14  7am 

Another highway shooting in the kansas city area... police have been busy with these lately...and it's scary 

for drivers. yesterday, a car had its rear window shot out. four people were inside when it happened they 

weren't hurt. police are trying to figure out if this is connected to a dozen other highway shootings in recent 

weeks, 

 

4/18/14  7am 

This morning we want to warn you about a scam that targeting grandparents for money. 

the scam begins with a  phone call from a person claiming to be grandchild. 

it always ends with a plea for money. this man who won't reveal his name, used to be on the other end of 

the line. the 31-year-old is awaiting sentencing in california for his role in the "grandparent scam" 

part of the elaborate scheme was run out of canada...he would call senior citizens in the u-s impersonating a 

grandchild in distress...begging for cash. 

 

4/19/14  9pm 



 

 

A mom... With her 1-year-old son in the backseat... Tries to run over her boyfriend. 

This happened last night around 10... In the 2000 block of east 11th. 

The 20-year-old woman was arrested for aggravated assault and child endangerment. 

Her 22-year-old boyfriend managed to get away with only a few minor injuries. 

The child is now in protective custody. 

 

4/20/14  9pm 

An imposter posing as a home security employee makes a late-night house call at a wichita home... 

the homeowner tells police the man came to her house near south topeka and saint francis around 11-30 last 

night. he said he was an employee of *protection one home security services*... And his company just 

bought her original security system provider... the homeowner told the man she had been warned by her 

company about imposters that will try to case homes... that's when the man took off running... 

he still hasn't been found.police say if you are in doubt that someone is with your provider... Call a 

representative and ask them to verify the visit. 

 

4/21/14  7am 

An imposter posing as a home security employee makes a late-night house call in wichita... 

the homeowner tells police the man came to her house near south topeka and saint francis around 11-30 

saturday night.he said he was an employee of *protection one*... And his company just bought her original 

security system provider...the homeowner told the man she had been warned about imposters. 

that's when the man took off running...he still hasn't been found.police say if you are in doubt that someone 

is with your provider... Call a representative and ask them to verify the visit. 

 

4/22/14  8am 

A reward for information about stolen guns from a salina store is being offered.  Thieves stole more than 

100 guns from cleve's marine and sporting good store last week.  Several semi-automatic handguns, rifles, 

and revolvers were taken, as well as boxes of ammunition and a dozen knives. The a-t-f is now offering 5 

thousand dollars for information that leads to an arrest and conviction in the case.  Anyone with 

information is asked to call police. 

 

4/23/14  7am 

New this morning, a motorcycle rider takes off from deputies at 100 miles an hour.  He's now in the 

hospital.   A sedgwick county sheriff's deputy tried to stop a motorcycle near pawnee and seneca.  The 

driver sped off, .. And ended up crashing near 31st and McLean. The driver will be booked into jail later 

today on charges of fleeing and eluding.  Deputies say it's possible the motorcycle was stolen. 

 

4/24/14  9pm 

In our crime watch tonight.  A wichita man is found guilty in  a deadly stabbing in college hill.   Kyle 

Carter was convicted today in the death of carl cooper.  Police say, carter and another man charged in the 

case saw cooper breaking into a friend's car. The 2 men chased him down and stabbed him several times 

killing him.  Carter will be sentenced in june. Trenton custer, the other man charged in the case will go on 

trial in july. 

 

4/25/14  7am 

In the crime watch, a jury finds a wichita man guilty in a deadly stabbing in college hill. Kyle carter was 

convicted of first degree murder.  He'll be sentenced in june. In september... Carter and a co-defendent told 

police they saw the victim... Carl Cooper... Breaking into their friend's car. Prosecutors say the two men 

then chased cooper down and stabbed him several times.  The other man charged in the case...  Trenton 

custer... Is set to go to trial in July. 

 

4/26/14  9pm 

Wichita police are searching for four suspects who burglarized a wichita dollar general. 

It happened around 2-40 this morning... In the 19-hundred block of east 13th street. 

Police say surveillance video shows the four... All wearing hoodies... And stealing grocery items. 

 

4/27/14  9pm 



 

 

A standoff that put McPherson college on lockdown has ended.  It was breaking news at 5:30.  Police say a 

47 year old woman was barricaded in a home nearby. These photos from erik deroo... A student who was 

on the second floor of the college at the time.  Students got a text around 3... Saying the campus was going 

on lockdown.  And asking students not to leave the building.  The woman was barricaded in the 300 block 

of north carrie street. Around 5:30... Mcpherson police gave the all clear. The woman was taken into 

custody... And transported to a medical center for treatment. 

 

4/28/14  7am 

Students at mcpherson College -- you will have class today. 

Despite a standoff a block away sunday. The school was on lockdown for hours while police handled the 

situation. Police say a 47-year-old woman was arrested, she's undergoing a medical evaluation. 

We spoke with one student who watched from a second floor window... As it all went down. 

 

4/29/14  8am 

A one-year-old wichita child is in the hospital-- after apparently being shot in the chest. It happened just 

before two this afternoon. Mike schwanke joins us from the breaking news desk with more on the child's 

condition. 

 

4/30/14  7am 

This morning there are still many unanswered questions after a one year old wichita boy is shot and killed. 

wichita police say it was an accident.  emily griffin has been following the story all morning and joins us 

now live with the latest on what police believe may have happened. 

 

5/1/14  8am 

We're waiting to learn if charges will be filed against the parents of the one year old who was shot and 

killed.  Police say the child's four year old brother accidentally shot him.  The two boys were playing with 

their sister in a bedroom when police say it appears the four year old opened a night stand drawer.  There 

was a loaded handgun inside that drawer that ended up going off. 

 

5/3/14  10pm 

A man goes on a car theft spree in Saline County.  Then runs from police.  And he still hasn't been found. 

The man stole three vehicles and attempted to steal two others.  He fled saline county in a grey chevy 

silverado with a fuel tank in the back.  He stole it from a crew plowing a field... South of Assaria.  

Mcpherson county deputies and kansas highway patrol pursued the stolen vehicle in mcpherson county.  

But he was able to get away.  The vehicle was last seen in harvey county... But authorities believe the man 

could possibly be in wichita now.  Police do not know the man's identity or what led to the multi-car theft 

spree. 

 

5/5/14  7am 

We now know the name of a man killed in an officer involved shooting in mcpherson county.  Sheriff's 

office there says 56-year old timothy lloyd of kanopolis was involved in a hit and run accident around one 

thursday afternoon.  He then left the scene and later abandoned his vehicle.  Officers later spotted lloyd --

they say when he charged toward them, a mcpherson police officer shot lloyd.  He was taken to a hospital 

where he was pronounced dead.  The kansas bureau of investigation is now handling the case. 

 

5/9/14  4pm 

The sedgwick county sheriff's department puts a sergeant at the county jail on paid administrative leave... 

the sheriff says... He made threatening calls to his co-workers... 

now... He could face felony charges... 

 

5/10/14  9pm 

another shooting overnight sent two men in their 20s to a wichita hospital. 

Police pulled up to a disturbance in the 1500 block of east 17th around 11:15 last night. 

They heard gunshots coming from an apartment there... 

One victim had a gunshot to the hand... The other to the leg. 

Both were transported to wesley. 



 

 

No arrests have been made. 

 

5/12/14  7am 

A mother's day turns tragic in lawrence... 

One person was shot to death in an apartment complex in lawrence. 

A 26-year-old was transported to the hospital by family members were he later died. 

Officers were advised of another individual involved in the dispute. 

That person was later pulled over and taken to the police station for an interview. 

 

5/13/14  8am 

Businesses in wellington are on alert this morning after someone calls them claiming they're collecting past 

due bills from the city. 

A viewer told factfinder 12... She got a call yesterday at the "senior care center" where she works. 

The caller said.... He was from the city... And needed two-thousand-dollars for an electric bill he claimed 

was past due. 

He told her.... To load the money on two pre-paid green-dot-cards. 

The business didn't actually have a past due bill. 

And... The caller couldn't give any details about her account. 

So she hung up. 

Fact finder 12 checked with the city of wellington... It is not involved with these calls. 

It has gotten reports of other businesses in town being contacted with similar scams. 

The city says... Businesses will not be notified for payment over the phone. 

Notices are sent by mail... Then you have a week to pay the past due amount. 

This isn't the only "green dot scam" going around. 

Stay-up on the latest scams... At kwch-dot-com. 

You'll find our "don't fall for it reports"... In the factfinder section. 

 

5/14/14  7am 

One woman is dead, .. Shot in the driveway of a home in southeast wichita. 

Police thought they had the shooter cornered ... Only to found out they didn't. 

The situation has kept people awake all night in the 35-hundred block of east roseberry. 

Emily griffin is on the scene with what's happening right now. 

 

5/15/14  9pm 

New at nine tonight, salina officers have recovered another gun stolen from a sporting goods store last 

month.  More than 100 guns were stolen from "cleve's marine and sporting goods."  our news partners at 

the salina journal say.... Police believe the gun came from the scene of a stand-off earlier this month.  

Officers found a clip for the gun at the house.  But not the gun.  Officers say... They received the gun from 

someone who removed it from the house.  Two people were arrested in connection with the stand-off.  

Officers say... They are not connected to the robbery. 

 

5/17/14  7am 

10 people are now behind bars in connection with a string of thefts in garden city... 

and police there say they have recovered about ten thousand dollars worth of stolen goods. 

in total about 36-thousand dollars worth of electronics, jewelry and cash were reportedly taken. 

police also recovered four vehicles they suspect were used in the burglaries. 

 

5/18/14  7am 

10 people are now behind bars in connection with a string of thefts in garden city... 

And police there say they have recovered about ten thousand dollars worth of stolen goods. 

In total about 36-thousand dollars worth of electronics, jewelry and cash were reportedly taken. 

Police also recovered four vehicles they suspect were used in the burglaries. 

 

5/19/14  7am 

Sentencing is set for today for a woman who plead guilty to reckless second degree murder. 



 

 

susan may is charged with killing her brother. she pleaded guilty to shooting him in september...then 

leaving his body in her backyard until mid-october. the body was found during a welfare check at may's 

home near augusta. 

 

5/20/14  7am 

We also have questions about a story out of salina. 

A truck there blew up and killed a man. 

We could find out who that man is today. 

It happened around noon at Jerry Ivey Park Monday. 

Police say the force of the explosion indicates... This was *no* mechanical failure. 

They say there was apparently something inside the cab that blew up. 

Eyewitness saw it and called 9-1-1. 

When police arrived, they found a man laying right outside the truck. 

He was taken to the hospital where he died. 

 

5/21/14  7am 

The man killed when a pipe bomb exploded in salina has been identified. 

The bomb went off inside the cab of 46-year-old wayne guerrant's (ga-rant) truck. 

Police can't determine if it was an accident or intentional. 

The truck exploded near the volleyball courts at jerry ivey park. 

Guerrant (ga-rant) was found beside the truck with severe injuries. 

He later died at a salina hospital. 

 

5/22/14  7am 

In this mornings crime watch. 

We'll learn more today about an officer-involved shooting in salina. 

Officers answered a call at a home wednesday...when they say a man approached with a rifle and began 

shooting at them. 

Two officers took cover and a third shot the man. 

Police say he'll be ok.  None of the police officers was hurt. 

 

 

5/24/14  9pm 

On that murder spree in santa barbara, california. 

police say seven people are dead, including the gunman. 

mary mueller tells us he left behind some eerie clues for investigators. 

 

5/25/14  7am 

Police are searching for the thief who broke into a Wichita music store. 

It happened just before six Saturday morning at Starky Music Center. 

Several instruments were taken. 

If you have any information call Crimestoppers. 

 

5/27/24  4pm 

     A newly-married wichita woman is killed in a shooting this weekend south of downtown topeka. 

     topeka police say tiffany davenport-ray was fatally shot around 1:40 sunday morning. 

     She had been married just hours earlier, and can be seen here dancing at her wedding. 

     A friend told the topeka capital journal, davenport-ray lived in wichita the past 10 years... Working at 

beechcraft... And just returned to topeka for her wedding saturday. 

     30-year-old Awnterio Lowery was arrested on suspicion of first-degree murder. 

     Investigators have not released a possible motive. 

5/29/14  8am 

The former deputy director of the kansas bureau of investigation will now have to register as a sex 

offender.kyle smith pleaded guilty to possession of a pornographic picture of a minor earlier this year. 

that charge stemmed from an image of a teenage girl engaged in sexually explicit conduct. 



 

 

he won't spend any time behind bars but was sentenced to 3 years probation and must register as a sex 

offender for 25 years. 

 

5/30/14  9pm 

dozens of veterans are buried here in the Greenwood Cemetary... But when a family came to place flags at 

each of their graves... They noticed the grave markers memorializing their service to the country were 

missing. We'll have that story tonight at 10 on Eyewitness News. 

 

5/31/14  9pm 

A 53-year-old man is arrested... After a stabbing overnight. 

police say it happened during a fight in the 800 block of south terrace. 

The victim... In his 40s.. Was stabbed in the shoulder. 

He has since been treated and released from a wichita hospital. 

The suspect is booked on aggravated battery. 

 

6/1/14  7am 

One person is dead after an officer involved shooting near dexter... 

last night we told you shots were fired during a traffic stop along u-s 166 near k-15. 

we now know the driver has died at the hospital. 

the deputy remains in the hospital but is expected recover. 

the highway was closed overnight while the k-b-i and kansas highway patrol investigated the scene. 

 

6/2/14  7am 

We're going to be asking more this morning about this story... 

How was a deputy hurt and a man killed during a traffic stop in cowley county? 

We hope to have those answers from the sheriff this afternoon. 

A news conference will be at 1-30. 

A deputy pulled a driver over for a routine traffic stop along u-s 166 south of dexter. 

And somehow a shooting happened. 

We know a man died, and the deputy was hurt. 

We don't know the extent of those injuries. 

Friends and family tell us the man shot and killed... Is tayler rock. 

They want to know more about what happened. 

You can hear from his friends coming up in our 8 o'clock hour. 

 

6/3/14  8am 

A toddler is critically hurt at an apartment complex. 

it's a story we will continue to ask police about today...we do know police are back on scene this 

morning...but they won't tell us anything.we do know paramedics were called to the complex near 

macarthur and hydraulic around 7 last night.that's when emergency dispatchers told us a 3-year-old old was 

going to the hospital with very critical injuries.we've been calling police all night for more details, but our 

calls have not been returned.9-1-1 dispatchers say nothing will be said until a ten oh clock police 

briefing.we will be there, .. And update you on our website, facebook and twitter as soon as we learn new 

information. 

 

6/4/14  8am 

Something as small as a laser pointer on the end of a pen is drawing the attention of the f-b-i. 

today, members of the agency met at yingling airport in wichita to annouce a national campaign they hope 

will stop people from pointing those lasers at aircraft. Emily Griffin shows you why aviation experts are 

taking this "lasing" trend so seriously. 

 

6/6/14  7am 

One woman is taken to the hospital in critical condition after a fight at an apartment complex.   It happened 

at this complex in el dorado. Police say the woman got into a fight with a second woman last night. The 

victim was taken to a hospital had multiple stab wounds. The other woman was questioned.  Police are still 

trying to piece together exactly what led up to the fight. 



 

 

 

6/8/14  9pm 

The search continues for this missing inmate. Christopher ward walked away from his work release job 

around 5:30 yesterday evening. He was working at *cal-maine industries* in chase kansas. Ward has 

convictions of burglary, theft, aggravated burglary, flee and elude and escape from custody.  Jail officials 

say he could be looking at up to 10 extra years in prison for escaping.  If you see him call 9-1-1. 

 

6/9/14  7am 

A Colorado man is arrested after a hit and run accident that left a man dead and a woman badly hurt. Police 

say homer beebe was driving west on 11th street in hutchinson when his trailblazer collided with a pick up 

truck. They say 34-year-old pedro perez died in the crash.  Several people who live nearby went running to 

the scene after hearing it. Creighton kloxin got to the trailblazer within seconds.  Beebe told kloxin he was 

okay. So kloxin hurried over to the other vehicle.  Meanwhile...police say beebe ran from the scene. The 

woman was trapped in the s-u-v and critically hurt but alert.  She is now in serious condition.  Police later 

found beebe at a hutchinson home and arrested him for leaving a fatal accident and failing to report it. 

 

6/10/14  4pm 

Hundreds of dollars of liquor stolen from a south wichita store. Today in the crime watch.  Police say the 

liquor store in the 900 block of east harry was robbed overnight.  The owner of don's retail said between 8 

and 9-hundred-dollars worth of expensive liquor was stolen. Surveillance video shows two people carrying 

the merchandise in trash bins.  A similar incident happened a few months ago at this location. If you have 

any information, you're asked to call 9-1-1. 

 

6/11/14  9pm 

The search continues for an escaped inmate from the hutchinson correctional facility. Officers are looking 

for this man... 43-year-old christopher ward.  He has been missing since saturday.  That's when police say... 

he walked-away from a work site in chase county.   Ward was serving time for several convictions... 

including aggravated escape from custody.  Coming up tonight on eyewitness news at 10 on k-w-c-h 

channel 12... Jade degood looks at why an inmate with a history of escape was granted a work release. 

 

6/12/14  4pm 

Police say a shooting last night in wichita seriously hurt a tow truck driver.  Police say just before eight last 

night a 48 year old was shot twice while driving near the area of central and washington.  The victim says 

he was in a car when someone pulled up beside him and fired a gun through the passenger window.  He 

was hit in the forearm and lower back but was able to drive himself to the hospital.  Police are still 

investigating what happened. 

 

6/13/14  7am 

New this morning, charges could soon be filed over a fire at a popular playground.  In the last 6 years, two 

fires destroyed the island park playground. It was rebuilt and opened last month. News cow reports the 

Cowley County attorney has been looking at the case. No arrests have been made so it's not clear who or 

how many people will be charged. 

 

6/14/14  9pm 

In the crime watch, people are returning back to the club *casino royials* today to get some of their 

belongings.  They tell eyewitness news... They were told to leave them behind after a party last night ended 

in gunfire.  Police say one person has serious injuries.  Devon fasbinder... Spoke with one eyewitness.  

Josephine nyanjom was at the club last night and is back. But the club was locked and nobody was 

around...a sight opposite from the one early this morning.  Police responded to a call of shots fired and 

found one bystander shot in the leg. Nyanjom says she hid under a pool table inside the club when she 

heard four or five shots. Police say they believe one suspect was shooting in the direction of another. But at 

this point, they don't know what started the problem. Police say the man who was hit in the leg is in critical 

condition.  They say his girlfriend tried to climb in the back of the pickup truck taking him to the hospital.  

But she missed, fell, and hit the concrete which knocked her unconscious. 

 

6/15/14  9pm 



 

 

In the crime watch, a man is dead after police say he drove away during a traffic stop.  20-year-old javier 

Escobedo of Emporia... Drove his vehicle into a power pole around 2:30 this morning.  The accident 

happened at 9th and cottonwood.  Lyon county deputies were attempting to pull him over for not stopping 

at a stop sign.  Deputies say escobedo wasn't wearing his seatbelt... And died at the hospital about an hour 

later. 

 

6/16/14  4pm 

New at four, a nurse charged with mis-treating a patient at an andover nursing home... Has pleaded not 

guilty. Roger cornish brings us the latest on this case... From the newsroom.  Melissa, the nurse  geofrey 

yangweso (yang-way-so) had his nursing license suspended following an investigation at victoria falls 

nursing center... Yangweso pleaded not guilty through his attorney to charges he mistreated a dependent 

adult... Physically injuring or confining the adult. The investigation focused on the possible abuse and 

neglect of at least one resident.  The crime carries a prison sentence of up to 11 years three months... And a 

possible $100,000 fine.  The ceo of victoria falls says since the investigation one person has been fired 

from the facility and two others have been suspended.  The state has fined the nursing home more than 155-

thousand dollars for failure to meet regulations. Today the judge also ordered yangweso to have no contact 

with the nursing home or the person he allegedly abused.  The next hearing is set for  august 11th.  The 

judge also ordered yangweso to hand over his passport and to remain in the state until after the case has 

gone to trial. 

 

6/17/14  7am 

A 16-year-old boy is facing an arson charge.  He's suspected of setting fire to the island park playground in 

winfield last year.  He was in court monday.  The judge gave the boy a curfew as the first step in his arson 

charge.  This is what the playground looks like now.... A year after it was destroyed.  For the second time 

the city and community re-built the playground after it was burned.  Now, parents and grandparents are 

happy kids can enjoy it again.  But many expressed confusion as to why the crime happened in the first 

place.  The teen suspect is also now subject to random screenings related to other drug charges.  He will be 

formally charged next month. 

 

6/21/14  9pm 

Authorities have captured a missing kansas inmate. The kansas department of corrections says jimmy reed 

likely walked away from the winfield correctional facility sometime overnight.  He was convicted in 2009 

on domestic battery charges.  Authorities say he's back in custody tonight.  Reed will face additional 

charges related to the escape. 

 

6/22/14  9pm 

The search continues tonight for a possible suspect in Wichita's latest homicide. Police are looking for 

Ruben Higadera, who is considered armed and dangerous.  If you see him, call 911.  He's wanted in 

connection with the shooting death of a 20-year-old man in east Wichita.  It happened in the nine-hundred 

block of south Cypress. A teenager was also shot but is expected to survive. 

 

6/24/14  4pm 

This brings the number of homicides in wichita this year so far up to 14. That's nearly as many as there 

were in all of last year.  However, you can see last year's total - 17 - is a big drop from 20-12's total of 28.  

Wichita police are looking into whether there is a clear reason behind the drop last year.  As well as the 

apparent rise again *this year. 

 

6/25/14  7am 

This morning we have an update to a story we first broke yesterday morning. A fund has been set up to 

help a family killed in a triple homicide. Early tuesday morning three people were shot and killed in their 

home in the 2200 block of south beech. 41-year-old vinh (vin) nguyen is accused of murder.  Police say he 

shot his girlfriend...her daughter...and her son-in-law.  A five month old baby was found in the home. The 

baby is fine.  We have a link to the fund at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

6/26/14  8am 



 

 

Next tuesday marks 15 years since adam herrman was last seen.  The reward is *again going up for anyone 

who can help investigators solve the case. Adam was 12 years old when he disappeared...the photo on the 

right is an age-progressed picture to 26 years.  The butler county sheriff will announce details of the reward 

increase today. In december an anonymous donor offered  50-thousand dollars to get answers for adam.  He 

was last seen in 1999--but never reported missing by his parents.  Doug and valerie herrman spent several 

months in prison for welfare fraud.  They were convicted of cashing state checks for adam. 

 

6/27/14  4pm 

The suspect in a triple murder made his first appearance in court.  Vin nguyen is accused of killing his ex-

girlfriend...her daughter...and her son-in-law...inside their southeast wichita home earlier this week.  The 

hearing started at three and just wrapped up. Jade de good is at the sedgwick county court house with the 

latest on the case.  Nguyen was charged with capiiol murder.  With the alternative of three counts of first 

degree murder.  The d-a says no decision has been made as to whether they will seek the death penalty in 

this case.  But it is an option.  Nguyen  was appointed an attorney from the *death penalty unit* at today's 

hearing. He spoke through an interpreter... And still seemed to have some language barriers.  The judge 

asked several times if he understand the charges against him.  He repeated... I don't know... And i don't 

understand.  His attorney will further advise him on the charges next week. Nguyen was arrested tuesday... 

After his girlfriend... Her daughter and son-in-law were all found shot to death in their wichita home.  

Nguyen's bond is set at 2-million-dollars.  The judge has set the preliminary hearing for july 10th... But 

says that may change.  A vigil was held last night for the shooting victims.  More than one hundred people 

filled the family's lawn, with candles, photos and red balloons.   Tu-yet huynh, her daughter trinh pham and 

son-in-law sean pham were  found dead in their home early tuesday morning.  Many at the vigil told us  

they are still shocked something like this happened to the family. 

 

6/28/14  9pm 

In the crime watch, a man is in critical condition after a stabbing in south wichita. Dispatch says it 

happened a little before 1 this afternoon... Near the intersection of east harry and south st. Francis.  There is 

no word on a suspect at this time.  If you have any information call 9-1-1. 

 

6/29/14  9pm 

In the crime watch, Wichita police are searching for suspects after a man was stabbed 16 times in east 

wichita.  It happened on the 1600 block of parkwood lane about 1:50 this morning.  When arrived they 

found a 28-year-old male who was bleeding. He was taken to the hospital and is now in stable condition. 

We spoke with neighbors who live nearby.  So far, police have not been able to identify any possible 

suspects in the case. If you have any information about this crime, call crime stoppers at 267-2111. 

 

6/30/14  7am 

A man is stabbed 16 times in east wichita, now police are looking for person responsible.  It happened early 

sunday morning in the 1600 block of parkwood lane.  A 28-year-old man was found with several stab 

wounds... He was taken to the hospital where he's in stable condition.  Anyone with information is asked to 

call crime stoppers at 267-2111. 

 

  



 

 

COMMUNITY 

 

4/1/14  4pm 

Officials say a lawn-mower and spilled gasoline are to blame for the fire. Officials say, the owner of one of 

the homes had spilled gasoline on his lawn-mower, which backfired and caught fire when he started the 

machine. Strong winds fueled the fire causing it to quickly spread to a neighboring home. Officials say, the 

fire cost about 150-thousand dollars in damage to each of the homes. 

No one was seriously hurt. 

 

4/2/14  7am 

Children rally at the state house to raise awareness about child abuse. Governor sam brownback was among 

leaders that helped kids plant pinwheels as a way to acknowledge the children who have been abused. 

Reports of suspected abuse in kansas have increased 50 percent in the last decade. 

 

4/4/14  4pm 

It's a good thing the royals had a lot of fan fair and plenty of drama to start the season... The fans deserved 

it for as long as they stayed... Royals finally getting their first win of the season at kauffman stadium... 

Jeremy guthri getting the nod today to open things up at kauffman stadium... And early on he wasn't needed 

much... The royals bats came alive... Bottom of the first... Bases loaded for alex gordon and he puts a lick 

on this one... Gets back to the wall in right field... Two runs will come across and eric hosmer makes it 3... 

A 3 run double for gordo to get the good guys going... Move to the second inning... Omar infante at the 

plate with one on... This little blooper to center field gets under the glove... Lorezno cain scores and it's a 4-

--1 bacll game at the k...\ Move to the fifth inning... 5---2 royals... Cain helping out the club... Poking this 

one right up the middle... Two runs score on the loose ball... Makes it 7---2 in the fifth... Gave a few back 

in the 7th and 8th but the royals hang on 7---5 for the first win of the season 

 

4/5/14  9pm 

Plus a bill looking to keep a ban on expanding Medicaid also passed both chambers yesterday. 

That ban, which was put in place by lawmakers last year, was set to expire in July of 2015. 

Keeping the ban in place is also part of Republican efforts to remove the state from federal health care. 

 

4/6/14  7am 

Maybe we will get another inspirational talk from marshall this year. Much like last year's post final four 

fan celebration, w-s-u will celebrate this years history making team. The shockers will hold their 20-14 

men's basketball celebration on thursday april 24th at koch arena. Doors open to the public at 6:30 p.m. 

And the program starts at 7:30 with awards and of course comments from coach gregg marshall and 

players. The women's basketball team will also have its celebration this thursday at 5 p.m. In the koch arena 

champions club. 

 

4/7/14  7am 

Despite the back and forth debate, the bill finally passed both the house and senate which means it's now on 

it's way to governor sam brownbacks desk for approval. Most legislators are happy part of the bill does 

include additional funding for schools that would help level the playing field for poor and rich school 

districts. However, there was much controversy about a new policy that affects teachers due process rights. 

Critics are upset this will negatively affect teachers should they be up for termination... But supporters 

argue it doesn't take away those rights, but just gives local school districts more control. 

 

4/8/14  4pm 

Wichita's airport officially has a new name  - thanks to another vote at city hall. Mid-continent airport will 

soon become wichita dwight d. Eisenhower national airport... ... Anne meyer is live at the airport - to 

explain why there needed to be *second vote. 

 

4/9/14  7am 

One person is seriously hurt after an overnight crash. It happened near 29th and woodlawn. The driver hit a 

tree. It's unclear how or why the crash happened. The driver did suffer possible injuries to their face. 

 



 

 

4/10/14  7am 

K-9 carla will leave the department soon. The department says... The 10-year-old drug dog is still 

working... Recovering drugs and catching suspects. But, she has slowed down a little... And she's having 

troubles with her joints. The police department is looking for a replacement for carla. Her replacement is 

expected to cost 10-thousand dollars... That includes training. The department is accepting donations. 

 

4/11/14  7am 

The pre-state challenge at cessna stadium tested the track and field high school competition this week from 

across the state. The best of the best going head to head no matter the size. The elite class 100 meter 

dash...calil (cuh leel) burnett of east ran the sixth best time in the state this year at 11:08 to win the 

gold...deron thompson of northwest was four-hundreths of second behind for second place. In the girls 4-

by-100 elite, andale paced the field and came in first with a time of 50-point-54 kapaun came in second 

behind the indians, just three-tenths of second back . And hays looked like the top seed in the boys 4-by-

100 elite they came in first at 43-point-34 collegiate was two-tenths of second behind for the silver. 

 

4/12/14  9pm 

Another fire overnight ... At the la crosse high school gym. The superintendent tells us a spotlight being 

used for prom caught some of the decorations on fire. The decoration fell and set parts of the gym floor on 

fire. The fire department was called in and was able to contain the blaze. No one was in the school at the 

time. The superintendent says the la crosse high school building is off limits until further notice ... And 

prom has been moved to a nearby community building. 

 

4/13/14  9pm 

Folks there still feel pretty fortunate That tornado hit south of wichita, and was on the ground for at least 15 

miles.The oaklawn neighborhood here - near 47th south and clifton was hit the hardest. 

Dozens of homes were destoryed.But thankfully no one was killed that night. 

This is video we shot  at the pinaire mobile home park days after the tornado hit, and you can see the 

damage it left behind.Two years later - there are now new mobile homes all over the neighborhood. 

Maria taylor rebuilt on the same spot where her home was destroyed. 

She says she got to the storm shelter just minutes before the park took a direct hit. 

 

4/14/14  7am 

Lacrosse high school remains closed today as crews clean-up from a fire. It burned parts of the high school 

gym. The superintendent said... A spotlight being used for prom caught some decorations on fire saturday... 

The decorations fell... And set parts of the floor on fire. No-one was hurt... 

 

4/15/14  8am 

And the i-r-s does have a warning as the tax deadline season comes to a close. it involves reports of 

aggressive phone scams in the last several months. the i-r-s warns that these scams likely won't end with the 

filing season so they're urging everyone to remain on guard. immigrants are frequently targeted and 

threatened with deportations, arrest or having their utilities shut off. 

 

4/16/14  7am 

Two dozen local veterans are taking a very special and well deserved trip. It's all expenses paid trip to the 

nations capital. It's part of this year's honor flight... And emily griffin is at mid-continent airport to see them 

off. 

 

4/17/14  9pm 

A year from now... The construction behind me should be done... And folks will be flying out of and into a 

brand new terminal... City council members want to make sure construction is on schedule... 

More than 130 million dollars is going into the project that should be done this time next year... 

There will also be a new parking garage... That can fit more than 15 hundred cars... 

City leaders say one of the biggest wins for this project is the fact they didn't have to raise taxes... 

Most of the money will come from airline fees the city has been collecting for decades... 

City leaders also voted to change the name of wichita's airport from mid continet to the "wichita dwight d. 

Eisenhower national airport" 



 

 

But that name change won't start until the construction is done... 

 

4/18/14  7am 

Today flags will be flying at half staff to honor victims of another shooting. 

Many gathered at a jewish community center in overland park yesterday to remember three people killed 

last weekend. U-s attorney general eric holder spoke at an interfaith ceremony. Governor sam brownback 

was there as well. Three people were shot and killed. Police arrested frazier glen cross. 

He's charged with first degree in what the feds are calling a hate crime. 

 

4/21/14  7am 

More family members will be able to sit in on the high school graduation in topeka. 

first lady michelle obama is lined up to be the commencement speaker. 

at first...students were only allowed 4 tickets. that number has been bumped up to six. topeka public 

schools hope to make the additional tickets available to those who need them. 

graduation is on may 17th. 

 

4/22/14  8am 

 A new odor control plan for a south Wichita treatment plant won't cost you any more money.  The city is 

expected to approve the plan today so it's less stinky for people near 55th and hydraulic.  They live next to 

wichita's largest sewage treatment plant.  They say it's been no bed of roses.  The plan will add a natural 

compound to break down the hydrogen sulfide gas before the sewage ever reaches the treatment plant.  

Work to install the system should start may first. 

 

4/23/14  7am 

A Barton County commissioner dies after a plane crash. Don cates died tuesday when the crop duster he 

was flying crashed in pawnee county.  The plane was spraying fields near garfield when it crashed.   Cates 

was the only person on board.  He was elected as a barton county commissioner in 20-10. This is the 

second deadly plane crash in kansas in two weeks.  Last week, former kansas lawmaker donald dahl died 

when the ultra-light he was flying... Crashed into a pond in marion county.  Kansas highway patrol troopers 

say... He was flying too low to the ground and hit a tree branch. 

 

4/24/14  9pm 

Now the latest on a proposed micro-brewery in Wichita's hyde park.  The city's planning commission voted 

down the proposal today.  We first told you about the proposal wednesday night.  Today, the planning 

commission voted 4 to 4 on the proposal.  The tie vote means, the proposal is defeated.  Opponents said 

they didn't want that environment near their kids. 

 

4/25/14  7am 

You can get a free tree to help liven up your yard. Hannah davis is live to tell us where. Free tree giveaway 

today at the 8th annual care-a-ton community tree giveaway. Giving away 750 free trees at wichita's old 

town square (2nd and mead) also get planting tips and other useful info. Trees available on first come first 

served basis with one tree per person. Red maple, ann magnolia, dawn redwood and post oak. 

 

4/26/14  8am 

With severe weather possible...people in andover are remembering just how quickly things can change. 

do you remember the "andover tornado"?...that's what many call it.an f-5 tornado that ripped through the 

town of andover 23 years ago today.it killed 17 people... And tore through many homes and buildings. 

butler county emergency teams hit the landfill today.. To train for a similar disaster...workers at the landfill 

built special rescue scenarios out of debris to challenge the rescuers.the organizer of this training says for 

many of the first responders... This is their first  look at what a major disaster might look like. 

 

4/27/14  9pm 

We're talking tech this tuesday with  hali rowland. 

this week we're talking about a concern for many facebook user--privacy. 

last week facebook changed it's privacy default settings. 

now when you share a post, it will default to "friends only" instead of making it "public." 



 

 

while this is a good change, lets take a look at some of the other settings you can control when it comes to 

the social media site. 

 

4/28/14  8am 

A preliminary report from the N-T-S-B indicates a collision with a power line may have caused a crash last 

week that killed a barton county commissioner. 67 year old Don Cates of claflin was killed in the crash last 

tuesday... He was spraying a field near garfield. Cates was first elected as a county commissioner in barton 

county in 20-10 

 

4/29/14  4pm 

Rebuilding Winfield's Island Park Playground - for the second time - is taking longer than expected. 

Crews had hoped to finish reconstructing the playground by the end of the month. However, they're now 

expecting the completion to take until late May. This was the scene in March of last year... It was the 

second time the playground went up in flames. A teen was responsible for burning the park to the ground 

the first time in 2008. 

 

4/30/14  7am 

A wichita woman tells me she's grateful for our police officers -- and one in particular -- who went above 

and beyond.The 70 year-old woman was a victim of a home invasion robbery... 

Three guys busted into her apartment in west wichita last friday. They roughed her up and demanded 

money. To make a long story short, they got 60-dollars from her. Police caught the robbers and recovered 

the money But she couldn't have it back because it was now evidence in a crime. 

That's when an officer assigned to patrol west stepped up. He gave her money from his own pocket.. When 

she refused.. He left it in her apartment anyways. This story is popular at kwch-dot-com... And our 

facebook page. Please head there to share her story with your friends. 

 

5/1/14  8am 

It's a big day for local catholics. The catholic diocese of wichita is ordaining a new bishop today.  

Monsignor Carl Kemme (kimmy) will be  the church's eleventh bishop.  He's taking the place of the now 

archbishop michael jackels.  Bishop elect kemme comes to us from springfield, illinois. He has never lived 

outside that diocese.  He was an administrator of the diocese when it was between bishops.  You can even 

watch the service live beginning at two. Eyewitness news will be there throughout the day to bring you 

coverage.  Just tune into the k-s-c-w this afternoon... On channel 33.. Cable channel 5.  If you're not around 

a t-v, .. Watch it on-line, .. We're also live streaming it. 

 

5/2/14  7am 

A bill that would have sped up appeals in kansas death penalty cases stalls.  House and senate negotiators 

abandoned the proposal and the full house has refused a procedural vote.  The proposal would give 

attorneys less than a year to file legal arguments with the kansas supreme court- which has to review every 

capital murder case.  The court would have a year after those filings to issue a decision. 

 

5/3/14  10pm 

A major construction project is moving right along in west wichita.  K-dot crews are working to place 12 

heavy steel beams over interstate 235. The bridge they are creating will connect 13th street to i-235. The 

highway is closed from zoo boulevard to central until sometime tomorrow when crews finish.  Until the 

project wraps up. If you're heading northbound... You will turn onto central, then west, then zoo then back 

onto the interstate.  Southbound follows the same route... Just the reverse. 

 

5/4/14  9pm 

High temperatures combined with dry conditions means increased fire danger. Hunter sent us this shot of a 

grass fire outside the augusta wal mart.  No word on how it started...  We do it is out now... Emergency 

officials in augusta.. Told us they won't have any other details until monday morning. 

 

5/5/14  7am 

With finals week right around the corner, many students at wichita state are starting to feel the pressure.  

But emily griffin shows us one campus group. That's finding ways to help relieve that stress . It was finals 



 

 

frenzy at w-s-u this week, they've got activites all week long to help students relieve some stress and help 

prepare them for finals which start this saturday.  And what better way to relieve stress than to pet a puppy. 

And that's what the student activities council had gong on tuesday afternoon with pet a puppy day or pet a 

pug day out here and students were stopping by and you can tell by the turn out, a lot of students needed a 

little bit of stress relief. Not only were these puppies good for students for stress relief, many of them were 

actually up for adoption. The student activities council here at w-s-u says they hope to do this every year 

and each year add more animal organizations throughout the community. The s-a-c is focusing on stress 

relief for students all week long.  The group also set up free massages for students today, they'll have a 

photo booth on campus tomorrow as well as a lemonade stand later this week. 

 

5/6/14  4pm 

City leaders want to know what you want the future of wichita to look like.  They are planning another 

round of meetings to get community input on the long-rang investment plan for the city.  The community 

investment plan meetings are scheduled thursday evenings beginning may 15-th... At the downtown y-m-c-

a. Each meeting will have a different theme. Topics include... Neighborhoods, education, and business 

development.  The city will use your comments... Along with ideas from the open house meetings last 

month... To craft a community investment plan stretching to 20-25. There's a link in this story at k-w-c-h 

dot com... For more information on the meetings. 

 

5/8/14  7am 

Check out this damage from abilene...  Julie collins fahring sent these photos in via facebook. She says 

wind took out their tree.  It even pulled up some of the sidewalk along with it. 

 

5/9/14  4pm 

Funeral services were held today for a one-year-old boy  shot and killed last week by his brother. 

investigators say ty'marion blacknell was playing with his siblings in a bedroom. 

his 4-year-old brother found a gun in a night stand drawer. 

the boy pulled the trigger without removing the gun...and a bullet went through the drawer and into ty-

marion's chest. there have been no charges filed in his death. 

a memorial fund has been set up through the medical community credit union 

 

5/11/14  7am 

You could soon see your electricity bills go up. 

Westar energy is asking for a rate increase. 

The company says the need to raise rates in order to pay increasing fuel costs. 

Customers already pay for fuel costs on their bills but the company claims that rate is too low right now. 

Most customers would only see a minor increase on their bill-- about 25 cents a month. 

But the rate increase still has to be approved by the kansas corporation commission, which regulates 

westar. 

 

5/12/14  7am 

Rain has caused flooding outside of kingman. 

A creek near k-14 on u-s-54 is over its banks. 

There are also large tree limbs down so avoid that area. 

 

5/13/14  8am 

It won't be long before doc takes to the sky again, .. 

Last march we told you about a non-profit group that was working on restoring the b-29 super fortress. 

The one of a kind airplane was designed and built by boeing in wichita in 19-45. 

It flew in world war two and the korean war. 

The plane was rescued by a group of historians in 19-87 who hoped to restore the plane and get it back in 

the air. 

That group just gave an update on the progress. 

Right now they're in the final three phases of restoration... 

They hope to fly the plane by the end of the year... 

It will be used to teach younger generations on the history of aviation. 



 

 

They still need donations to help fund the project... 

 

5/14/14  7am 

A ranch that provides life skills and counseling for troubled boys in our area is closing. 

the decision to close the judge riddel boys ranch comes after state lawmakers denied the 1-and-a-half 

million dollars needed to keep it open. 

during a staff meeting tuesday...sedgwick county manager bill buchanan presented his 4 step plan to close 

the ranch. 

the 30 boys at the facility now will graduate or be transferred to other programs. 

the next step is to get rid of the inventory, food and furniture... Then close the ranch. 

county commissioner dave unruh says, closing the ranch was a tough decision and the ranch has been 

proven to work. 

 

5/17/14  7am 

Tuesday marks one year since a deadly e-f-5 tornado devastated the oklahoma town of moore. 

24 people died ... Including seven children taking shelter at school. 

Hundreds of thousands of dollars came in for the victims from states across the country and continents 

around the world.But that wasn't all ... Many people donated items and volunteered their time. 

Community leaders have learned a lot over the last 12 months and they hope their experience can help 

others when disaster strikes. 

5/18/14  7am 

Tuesday marks one year since a deadly e-f-5 tornado devastated the oklahoma town of moore. 

24 people died ... Including seven children taking shelter at school. 

Hundreds of thousands of dollars came in for the victims from states across the country and continents 

around the world. 

But that wasn't all ... Many people donated items and volunteered their time. 

Community leaders have learned a lot over the last 12 months and they hope their experience can help 

others when disaster strikes. 

5/19/14  7am 

Most of us prefer to spend a night in our beds....but an elementary school principal slept in a different spot 

last night... 

emily griffin is at skelly elementary in el dorado to tell us where the principal spent the night. 

 

5/20/14  7am 

It captured the attention of a nation... 

a powerful...e-f-5 tornado struck the town of moore, oklahoma one year ago today. 

the tornado stayed on the ground for almost 40 minutes. 

24 people died that day...including 7 children at plaza towers elementary school. 

we sent lauren seabrook - who's from the area - and photojournalist george taylor down there just hours 

after.and this month we sent them back. 

 

5/21/14  7am 

This time last year rescue workers were still pulling survivors from the rubble in moore. 

recovery continues for thousands ... Including family members of our lauren seabrook. 

she went to moore right after the tornado... 

and this month...we sent her back... 

 

5/22/14  7am 

Kids will have a new place to play in winfield... The island park playground is reopening tonight. 

The playground caught fire two different times. The first time in 2008... The next time five years later. A 

grand opening on the site is being held today at 6:30 p.m. 

 

5/23/14  9pm 

To hire more vets, the "kansas braille transcpription institute" needs donations to buy materials to make the 

american flags. to donate or to learn more about the program... We have a link in this story at kwch dot com 

 



 

 

5/24/14  9pm 

Hundreds of veterans are spending their memorial day weekend in Washington, D.C. 

Today, they placed wreaths at the world war two memorial in honor of those who gave their lives for 

freedom. Former Kansas Senator Bob dole was among those who spoke at the event. 

 

5/25/14  8am 

A wichita family has a special way of honoring fallen military heroes this memorial day weekend. 

Terry johnston has several family members buried at calvary cemetery in wichita. 

She and her family were at the cemetery this weekend to bring extra flowers to place on otherwise 

undecorated graves. Her daughter says it's part of a family tradition meant to be a small gesture of respect 

and honor. Each flower only costs about one dollar. 

 

5/26/14  9pm 

For the 56th year... Wichita's resthaven cemetery marked memorial day... With this ceremony that included 

a flyover of world war two era planes... Senator jerry moran was there... And also spent time touring 

wichita's dole v-a hospital... Which he calls a "top notch" facility. 

We asked him about the investigation involving 26 *other v-a hospital in the country... Accused of 

providing inadequate care... He says... The problems need to be fixed... One of the hospitals under 

investigation is in phoenix, arizona... Where investigators say 40 vets may have died waiting for treatment. 

 

5/29/14  8am 

The body of a salina man who drown in milford lake has now been found. 

our news partners at the salina journal says crews discovered the body of steve edwards last night. 

the 65-year-old man was from salina. 

the geary county sheriff's office says edwards fell into the water sunday... While reaching for a fishing 

pole.He never resurface. family members tell the journal they believe an underlying heart condition might 

have contributed to his death. 

 

5/30/14  9pm 

The weekend looks dry for riverfest, but in the event of rain or severe weather.. Festival officials have a 

plan.Organizers say... They will move events inside century two. 

Any events cancelled because of weather will be re-scheduled the following day. 

In 20-10... They were forced to cancel some events after the national weather service issued a tornado 

warning for sedgwick county. 

At the time, river-fest was held in early may. 

Severe weather, was one of the deciding factors for organizers to push the date back. 

 

5/31/14  8am 

Today makes five years since dr. George tiller was shot and killed here in wichita... 

Tiller was gunned down at his church---killed by scott roeder 

Several hours later, roeder was arrested as he was driving toward kansas city 

At his trial, roeder admitted to killing tiller 

And is serving a 50 year sentence in prison 

at the time, tiller was widely known for performing late-term abortions.  His clinic closed after his death. 

now... One of his former co-workers opened a women's clinic in the same location. 

sia nyorkor sat down with her and has the story from the newsroom. 

 

6/1/14  7am 

Passengers aboard a wichita bound flight were delayed for an unusual reason yesterday - bees. 

take a look at this photo...the black circle by the planes nose... Is a swarm of bees. 

the united flight was delayed while the airline switched out planes. 

passengers we spoke with say this was definitely a new experience. 

 

6/2/14  7am 

It's a cross country trek for one man... 

he's raising awareness for mental illness after his brother's death. 



 

 

we caught up with ian cummins as he passed through the wichita area. 

he says he's been wanting to make the cross country walk for years... But after his 20 year old brother ryan 

took his own life in november, his mission became much less about himself. 

ian began his walk in virginia on march first... And now, he's almost halfway. 

ian even received a personal note from kansas governor sam brownback 

brownback recently announced efforts to improve resources for the mentally ill in kansas... Dedicating 

nearly 10 million dollars to fund and expand those resources. 

 

6/3/14  8am 

That step will take 18-year-old joe seeger to nebraska for special treatment. 

after more than three weeks in the hospital with a traumatic brain injury... Joe's family says he's making 

enough progress to be moved to a rehab facility...roger cornish has their story 

6/4/14  4pm 

Wichita is chosen to host a national y-m-c-a event. 

this morning...organizers announced the y-m-c-a national gymnastics championship will be held in wichita 

in 20-15.about six-thousand people are expected to attend the week-long event. 

wichita was a finalist with three other cities...but won out after organizers came to visit a few months ago. 

the event is expected to bring in nearly three million dollars. 

 

6/5/14  9pm 

A Kansas congressman is anything but satisfied with a response from wichita's v-a center. On wednesday, 

representative tim huelskamp visited the robert j. Dole v-a medical center with questions about the secret 

waiting list affecting 385 veterans.  Huelskamp received a response from the v-a director late this 

afternoon. But he claims the letter is not only woefully incomplete, but inconsistent with another 'report' 

received only a few days earlier.  He goes on to say quote "after forcing the director to respond to my 

personal visit, we now have more questions than answers." 

 

6/6/14  7am 

Residents in ark city rallied last night to remember the lives of several young people who died in the past 

month.  one of those... 22-year-old tayler rock...  was killed in an officer involved shooting saturday.  Many 

of his supporters showed up... Saying they want answers. a vigil for rock will be held saturday.  The 

shooting is under investigation by the KBI. 

 

6/7/14  9pm 

Many veterans are like this man. They want action.  Veterans from around kansas met today in salina for 

the state v-f-w convention. Tuesday... The robert j. Dole v-a medical center confirmed a secret waiting list.  

With nearly 400 veteran's names.  This.... Following several other investigations at v-a's across the united 

states.  Representative heulskamp spoke today... Saying he's still waiting for answers. Just days after 

representative tim huelskamp's surprise visit to the robert j. Dole v-a medical center. He tells kansas 

veterans... He's still waiting for answers. Huelskamp says he was told not long ago that no veteran was 

waiting more than 90 days for care. Soon after... He says the v-a confirmed there was a secret waiting list... 

With the names of 385 veterans. Huelskamp was in salina for the kansas v-f-w state convention.  The state 

v-f-w commander calls the situation *disguesting*. Representative huelskamp offered two solutions.  

First... An independent commission outside the v-a that would review the current structer... And push for 

changes. Second... Giving veterans a choice. Eyewitness news has made numerous requests for interviews 

by phone and by email... To the robert j dole v-a medical center.  And each time we were told the can not 

comment... Or the people that could were not available.  Most of our information has come from rep. 

Huelskamp and senators moran and roberts. 

 

6/8/14  9pm 

River fest wrapped up last night. And organizers say the event brought in even more people this year. 

Factfinder 12 takes a look at this year's  numbers. 380-thousand people came out to the 9-day event... 

According to organizers. That's a 5 percent increase from last year. 104-thousand buttons were purchased 

this year.  Nearly a third were sold on site. Organizers say the festival has a 25-to-30 million dollar 

economic impact on the city. 

 



 

 

6/9/14  7am 

A little rain shouldn't stop some golfers from helping out a good cause. Emily Griffin is live at willowbend 

golf club to tell us what the tournament is raising money for. Kansas honor flight fundraiser. Today at 

willowbend golf club in Wichita. This is the 2nd annual tournament. Goal is to raise enough funds to send 

75 Kansas veterans on kansas honor flights in 2014. Flights go to washington d.c. And veterans get to go to 

points of interest there. It costs $700 to send a veteran on the flight. 

 

6/10/14  4pm 

Wichita city council votes unanimously to continue a rebate program for water-efficient appliances.  The 

program will apply to anyone who pays a water bill, not just homeowners.  Rain sensors and dual-flush 

converters are now included.  Rebates would be 100-dollars per item for most items with a limit of 5 

rebates for most customers.  The budget for the program is 450-thousand dollars. It comes from an excess 

in last years budget.  

 

6/11/14  9pm 

According to the pew research center... there are about 11 and a half million illegal immigrants living in the 

u-s.  Most live in Texas, California, and Florida. According to the 20-10 u-s census... Illegal immigrants 

made-up about two-and a half percent of the population in kansas.  according to the department of 

homeland security... The countries of origin making-up the largest number of illegal immigrants include... 

Mexico... El salvador... Guatemala, and Honduras. 

 

6/12/14  4pm 

Crews were cleaning up  in lacrosse where half a dozen empty train cars were derailed from strong winds 

that moved through the area last night.  One car went through the wall of a lumberyard.  6 cars were tipped 

over, and the other cars stayed upright.  Wind gusts in lacrosse were up to 80 miles per hour at the time. 

 

6/13/14  7am 

A young camper is sent home... After he's accused of threatening other campers. Sedgwick county deputies 

say... The incident happened tuesday at the y-m-c-a... "hyde day camp."  a letter sent home to parents says... 

The child brought a bottle of acid to camp and threatened to throw it on anyone who made him mad. We 

spoke to the mother of one of the kids who was at the camp.  The acid brought to camp is often used for 

cleaning or etching stones.... And is strong enough to cause injury. The y-m-c-a tells eyewitness news.... 

Camp staff turned the case over to the sedgwick county sheriff's office... Where it remains under 

investigation.  The boy has been expelled from the camp.      

 

6/17/14  7am 

A pedestrian is struck and killed by a freight train near Wellington Monday afternoon.  The Sumner County 

sheriff's department says it happened just before 4 o'clock... Two miles west of Wellington on u-s 160.  The 

sheriff plans to release more details later this morning about what happened. 

 

6/18/14  9pm 

  Road construction is shutting down a portion of a busy north wichita street. Beginning at 8-30 tonight... 

37th street north will be closed from broadway to hydraulic. It'll be re-opened tomorrow morning at 5-30.  

Crews will be putting in new concrete pavement.  It's part of a project expanding 37-th street to three-lanes. 

 

6/19/14  8am 

Wichita's north high also carries the "redskins" name.  We spoke to those around the school about the 

name.  Some believe the name isn't derogatory and should stay because of the history and tradition it 

carries.  Others tell us it may be time to look into a compromise both sides can agree on.  62 high schools in 

the country have the redskins as their mascot. 28 high schools in the u-s have changed their mascot from 

the redskins within the past 25 years. 

 

6/20/14  8am 

  The winners of this year's wichita eagle medallion hunt are asking for your help.  See... They're not 

keeping the prizes... Or the  money from selling the 55-hundred dollar prize package.  The group has 

agreed to donate all the money to a friend from church... Kat beals.   She's a single mother suffering from 



 

 

stage three breast cancer.  She has more than 10-thousand dollars in medical bills... And is still undergoing 

treatment.  If you're interested in buying any of the items.. You can call 239-1680... Or send an email to "oz 

hawk at a-t-t dot net."  the asking price is the value of the items... But higher offers are welcome. And.. If 

you'd like to help, but can't afford to buy something.. They've also started a give forward campaign to raise 

money for beals... Go to k-w-c-h dot com for the weblink. 

 

6/21/14  9pm 

A hutchinson woman hurt in a house fire is still in critical condition.  Firefighters rescued the 65-year-old 

from the home on wednesday.  Investigators say a child playing with a lighter and lighter fluid sparked the 

fire.  Four firefighters were also hurt.  One spent the night in the hospital after hurting his back.  The home 

will likely be declared a total loss. 

 

6/22/14  9pm 

The U-S might not have come out with a victory against Portugal today.  But there were plenty of fans here 

in Wichita cheering them on during the game.  This was the scene at Fox and Hound this afternoon. We 

also spoke with fans over at sports zone about the excitement surrounding the world cup. We'll have 

highlights from that game straight ahead in sports. 

 

6/23/14  7am 

Several decades ago... 53 soldiers died.. After their military plane crashed in alaska.  One of them... A 

young man from caney kansas. Just recently... That plane was found. And, as jade degood shows us - 

private leonard kittle came home.  It's a service for a hero. A kansas soldier... Who died serving his country. 

A homecoming... This community thought might never come.  Private leonard kittle was serving in the u-s 

army... When the plane he and 51 others were on crashed in alaska.  Private kittle's grave sat empty for 62 

years. A physical representation... Of the void felt every day he didn't come home.  Now... 6 decades later... 

It's time.  His family... And his community... Can now fill that void 62 years in the making.  A 

homecoming for a hero. Gone... But never forgotten.   Now filling the void.  Only 17 of the 53 soldiers on 

board have been identified through d-n-a testing.  Kittle's family hopes the military will soon be able to 

identify the others... To bring closure to those families as well. 

 

6/24/14  4pm 

It's tech talk Tuesday with hali rowland-  where we look at apps that can make your life easier, or more fun.  

This week we're taking a look at slingshot--not the kind you would normally think of. It started when 

facebook tried to buy snapchat last year for 3-billion dollars.  When that didn't work out, they started 

creating slingshot. If you're looking for a fun app an app to interact with your friends slingshot is right for 

you. But if you're wanting to have a convesation with some substance you may want to pass, here's why. 

The app was just released last week so it's still fairly new.  So when i went to find friend to slingshot 

with....i didn't have any using the app.  You can add friend by sending them a text but that's more work than 

its worth in my opinion. Slingshot is more of an app for candid in the moment check-ins rather than 

contextual conversation.  When your receive a slingshot, you have to send one back *before*  you can view 

the message. They try to counter this problem by allowing you to *react* to slingshots. But once you let go 

of the react button--it sends. So no do-overs! Some things i do like about the app are aesthetic. It lets you 

type several lines on your picture which is really nice.... But doesnt' let you move the text. The color 

pallette has a wide range of colors and size options to make your own masterpiece. You choose the color by 

scrolling up and down the screen and choose your brush size by swiping left and right.  

This is fun....especially if you're as artistically inclined as i am! What are some other apps similar to 

slingshot? -i mentioned that slingshot is facebook's version of snap chat...snap chat lets you take pictures 

and video and send them to your friends...but they're only viewable for 1 to 12 seconds and then they 

disappear.-also allows you to create a story which is viewable for 24 hours to friends on your account. -

another app you can try is wickr...same thinking behind this app as slingshot and snapchat but is more 

known for its security features...the makers say they use military grade encryption to keep your messages 

safe. It also allows anonymous messaging. All three are available on apple and android devices so you can 

decide which one is right for you! If you have an app you would like to see explained-- email us at "tech 

talk at kwch dot com"  or go to our facebook page to leave your suggestion. 

 

6/25/14  7am 



 

 

A woman burned in a house fire last week has died.  Judy king was trapped inside her hutchinson home 

when it caught fire last wednesday.  Firefighters were able to pull her out.  She was taken to a wichita 

hospital where she died this afternoon.  Fire officials say, the fire was caused by children playing with a 

lighter and lighter fluid. 

 

6/26/14  8am 

A woman dies from the injuries she suffered in a home explosion in ford county last week. The explosion 

happened on north Main Street in the town of Ford.  52-year-old annette mears.... Was the only one inside 

when it blew up.  The cause of the explosion is still under investigation. 

 

6/28/14  9pm 

With all the rain, you can expect to see more mosquitos. Last year... 91 cases of west nile virus were 

reported in kansas. 7 people died of the virus.  So far... None have been reported this year... But health 

officials say people need to protect themselves.  Where long sleeves and pants at dawn and dusk.  Try to 

drain any standing water that may be around your house. And use insect repellent that contains at least 23-

percent deet. 

 

6/29/14  9pm 

The city of Winona is dealing with some major flooding.  This is video of a washed out road sent to us by 

ashley.  The county manager says a quarter of the town was dealing with some type of flooding problems 

this morning.  From flooded basements to businesses  and rain could still be a problem in the week ahead.  

Ross Janssen has your storm team 12 forecast tonight.. Ross 

 

 

 



 

 

ECONOMY 

 

4/1/14  9pm 

Voters in Haysville headed to the polls to decide on a new one-percent sales tax increase. 

According to the Sedgwick County Election Office... Less than 200 votes have been counted. 54-percent of 

those votes oppose the tax increase. If approved... The one-percent increase would take effect July first. 

The additional revenue would fund road maintenance and parks & rec programs. 

 

4/2/14  8am 

If you still think your vote doesn't count.  Think about this next election. The tax passed by 17 votes. The 

money raised pays for road maintenance and parks and recreation programs. It takes effect July 1st. 

 

4/3/14  7am 

Kansas will host both the men's and women's junior college basketball tournaments for only one more 

year.. The women's tourney is leaving salina for lubbock, texas after 20-15. But what about the men's 

tournament....which has a long tradition in hutchinson? People in hutch say they can't imagine not having it 

there. Tonight at ten....jim grawe finds out if the 55-year relationship between hutchinson and the n-j-c-a-a 

could also be in jeopardy...and why it's so important to the community. 

 

4/18/14  7am 

The state is predicting they'll collect about 178 million more in revenues than previously thought for next 

month. The new revenue projections brighten the state's budget picture. It would also allow kansas to avoid 

a budget shortfall through june 2016. The new projections predict about $6 billion in revenues for each 

fiscal year. Revenues during the current fiscal year would still run about 6 percent behind revenues of the 

previous year. That's because of income tax cuts. 

 

4/30/14  8am 

If you bank at bank of america....you might be banking somewhere else soon. 11 branches are being sold to 

four kansas based banks. Emporia...great bend...hutch and salina are just some of the branches on the list. 

The sales are expected to close this summer. 

 

5/11/14  7am 

It's one of the hardest jobs in the world. 

And it's all done without a paycheck. 

Factfinder 12 takes a look at... How much mothers should be paid for the work they do. 

According to a survey released by "insure dot com"... A mother's annual salary should be nearly 63-

thousand-dollars. 

That includes 12-thousand-dollars for cooking and cleaning. 

21-thousand for child-care. 

7-thousand dollars for homework and 

5-thousand dollars for being a personal chauffeur. 

Other expenses include.... Shopping, yard work, activity planning, and private detective for the time they 

spend keeping tabs on their children. 

 

5/12/14  8am 

The price you pay for electricity could soon go up. 

Westar energy is asking for a rate increase.  For many customers, it would amount to about 25 cents per 

month. 

Westar says it needs the money to pay for increasing fuel costs. 

The company says it filed papers with the kansas corporation commission requesting the rate increase 

The utility says customers already pay for fuel costs on their bills but that rate was too low 

Over the last year, fuel costs were higher so as a result, westar says it needs to make adjustments 

The rate increase still needs to be approved by the k-c-c. 

If approved, customers could see that .25 cent rate increase in the next few months. 

 

5/27/24  4pm 



 

 

A new water source... Better streets and buses... Even a fund to attract jobs... 

It could cost millions... And today the wichita city council narrowed its priority list... On a proposal that 

could have you paying a new city sales tax. 

The wichita city council is discussing a possible one-cent sales tax increase. 

It would generate nearly 400-million dollars over five years. 

During a special meeting today, the city council discussed options on what that money would go toward. 

Those options included job incentives, clean water, street repairs and improvements to the transit system. 

Improvements -one group says are important. 

 

5/30/14  8am 

The kansas corporation commission says yes to a new test program allowing westar customers to pre-pay 

for their electricity. Customers need to deposit at least 35-dollars in a Pay As You Go account... After that 

you can pay as much or as little as you want as long as they keep a positive balance 

Customers can track electricity use online... Or with an app. 

They can also sign up for alerts when the balance reaches a predetermined level. 

Up to a thousand customers will be able to participate. 

To enroll in the program contact westar. You must already have an advanced digital meter installed on your 

home to qualify. 

 

6/3/14  4pm 

The wichita city council approves 52 million dollars in industrial revenue bonds for bombardier learjet. 

the money will help pay for a new paint facility and other expansions. bombardier says the expansion will 

create 450 new jobs through 20-18. this comes after the company laid off 550 workers in wichita last 

january, citing delays with two new aircraft and a tough market. 

 

6/4/14  9pm 

Customers vote to allow a western kansas utility to *de-regulate from the kansas corporation commission. 

Nearly 75-percent of victory electric customers voted in favor of the move. 

A utility spokesperson says the vote will *decrease fees the utility pays to the k-c-c... And allow more 

flexibility in rate structures... 

The cooperative can also now raise rates without third party oversight... 

A spokesperson says no rate increases are planned right now. 

 

6/10/14  4pm 

new information on a water main break in Ellis. Residents now have running water again.  The City's 

Public Works Director said the water supply had to be shut down this morning for about 2 hours after a 

leak.  It happened near 12th and Washington earlier today and affected 2 thousand customers in Ellis.  

Water was running again around 1-o-clock.  

 

6/20/14  8am 

Bank of America customers in western kansas may soon be out of a bank. B-o-a is closing it downtown 

dodge city location next year.  Branches in Hays...Liberal...Great Bend and more will close or transfer 

ownership next month.  A spokesperson says the moves are because of a lack of customers visiting 

banks...opting for mobile and online bank services instead. 

 

6/25/14  7am 

New this morning,  Mulvane residents, .. Get ready for a new library, and get ready to pay a little more.  

Enough of you said yes last night to a one percent sales tax increase. The money will go toward a new four 

million  dollar library. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

EDUCATION 

 

4/1/14  9pm 

Kansas lawmakers are looking for ways to increase public school funding by 129-million dollars. Last 

month the Kansas Supreme Court ruled the state's funding for public education was unconstitutional. 

Both the house and senate budget committees are working on separate plans to increase funding. 

Lawmakers have until July first to reach an agreement. 

 

4/2/14  8am 

Kansas school finance plans move forward in the legislatureCommittees from the house and senate 

approved plans that will give millions more to poor districts.The money would come from other areas of 

school district aid... Such as transportation.. And teacher pensions.House debate could begin by 

Thursday.Lawmakers hope to resolve the problem before the start of a three week recess on Friday.     

 

4/3/14  7am 

It's a late night for lawmakers in topeka... They are working to reach an agreement to fund public schools. 

Lawmakers have until friday to hammer out a deal. Hannah davis is at the capital tonight. She joins us with 

the latest. 

 

4/5/14  9pm 

Anne... Lawmakers know the state needs to spend more to satisfy a ruling by the kansas supreme court... 

But the biggest obstacle tonight is coming up with a bill that both the house and senate can agree on... 

Here is a look at the policies in question...The senate plan calls for property tax rebates for families with 

children who are home schooled or receive a private education... That same plan would do away with due 

process rights for teachers... That would make it easier for districts to fire tenured teachers... 

Here is what lawmakers from both the house and senate are saying tonight... 

 

4/6/14  9pm 

The state house in topeka should be closed at this hour, instead - lawmakers are still working on a plan to 

fund public schools. due process for teachers... Has been the sticking point. that's why teachers across 

kansas are also filling the capital tonight. anne meyer is also there. she has the very latest on this long 

debate. 

 

4/7/14  4pm 

Kansas lawmakers left for their spring break just hours after passing a new funding plan  last night. 

The bill meets a supreme court requirement, to increase funding for poor school districts... But it also 

changes teacher rights. 

 

4/8/14  9pm 

Kansas teachers say, they will continue to fight against a school funding bill that strips them of their due 

process.Lawmakers in Topeka approved the bill sunday night. The bill increases funding for poor school 

districts to satisfy a state supreme court ruling. However, the bill does away with due process for Kansas 

Teachers. Due process allows teachers working for the district 3 years or more to appeal any decision for 

their firing. They bill is now waiting for Governor Sam Brownback's signature. 

 

4/9/14  4pm 

Kansas teachers plan to keep fighting against a school funding bill that strips them of their due process. 

Lawmakers in topeka approved the bill sunday night. The bill increases funding for poor school districts to 

satisfy a state supreme court ruling. However, the bill gets rid of due process for teachers. 

Due process allows teachers working for the district 3 years or more to appeal any decision for their firing. 

They bill is now waiting for governor sam brownback's signature. 

 

4/14/14  7am 

He education funding bill is on the governor's desk tonight - which means he now has a ten day deadline to 

take action. Before he decides - anne meyer found out what the bill could mean for wichita public schools. 

 



 

 

4/16/14  7am 

Controversial program and staffing changes... Have rocked cowley college in recent months. 

Now... The new president is gone.and the community wants to know what's going on. Pilar pedraza was in 

arkansas city for a town hall style question & answer session this evening. 

 

4/17/14  9pm 

First Lady Michelle Obama is coming to Kansas. 

She will deliver the commencement address during a joint graduation ceremony for the topeka school 

district. It is the only commencement address she is delivering this year. 

Students are being limited to only 4 tickets a piece because of her visit. 

 

4/18/14  7am 

High school grads in topeka have a special guest for graduation... first lady michelle obama will come to 

kansas to give the commence address.  It's a joint graduation ceremony for the topeka school district. it's the 

only high school commencement doing this year. students are limited 4 tickets a piece because of her visit. 

 

4/21/14  7am 

Kansas governor sam brownback signs a school finance bill into law. 

The bill is in response to a kansas supreme court ruling requiring the state to increase funding for poorer 

school districts.State lawmakers passed the bill april sixth.In addition to increased funding, the bill provides 

property tax relief.However, it also strips teachers of their due process rights.The bill now goes back to a 3-

judge district court panel for review. 

 

4/25/14  7am 

After many complaints, ..  First lady michelle obama will not speak at a topeka high school graduation. 

Instead she'll speak to students the day before at senior recognition ceremony.  Students and parents raised 

concerns last week after seats were limited at the event because all five high schools would be combined 

into one ceremony.  The school will now hold separate graduation ceremonies may 17th. 

 

4/29/14  8am 

it's no secret... kids generally don't like doing their homework. but a wichita teacher found a way to make it 

fun and rewarding. the colvin elementary school teacher challenged her kids to see how long they can go 

without anyone forgetting their homework. the class set a goal of 100 days. if they did... the teacher would 

dye her hair orange and wear a prom dress to class. 

 

5/1/14  8am 

Remember the student we told you about who was accepted to all eight ivy schools?  Well he's made his 

pick!  You heard him there.  Kwasi enin will be headed to yale in the fall.  He says yale was "friendly and 

inviting" and he appreciated the schools "love for music and medicine"  Kwasi says he plans to study 

medicine. 

 

5/14/14  7am 

The kansas board of regents revises a policy allowing state universities to discipline or fire faculty for 

improper use of social media. 

 

5/17/14  8am 

While some celebrated the anniversary of the brown v. Board of education decision to end segregation in 

schools yesterday, others rallied at the statehouse to demonstrate how far schools still have to go... 

Teachers and other activists with the American Federation of Teachers and the Kansas National Education 

Association gathered Saturday to protest education policies backed by Governor Sam Brownback... Which 

they claim promote inequality in schools. 

Brownback has said his policies, such as major personal income tax cuts, are boosting the economy. 

 

5/18/14  7am 



 

 

Yesterday many celebrated the 60th anniversary since the *brown vs board of education* decision ended 

segregation in school... But while some were celebrating others were protesting.as ariana cohen explains 

educators are rallying against polcies they say are preserving inequality in kansas schools. 

 

5/21/14  8am 

College hill elementary students never set foot in their school this year... Thanks to a fire that damaged it 

shortly before school started.students spent the year 13 miles away... At bryant elementary school. 

teachers had hoped to move back in december, but the damage from the fire was too extensive. 

teachers say... Although the transition was tough, most students and parents had a good attitude about it. 

the district hopes to have college hill elementary school ready by next school year. 

 

5/22/14  8am 

Another fire kept students at college hill elementary out of their normal classrooms this year. 

Students spent the year 13 miles away... At bryant elementary school. 

Teachers had hoped to move back in december, but the damage from the fire was too extensive. 

Teachers say... Although the transition was tough, most students and parents had a good attitude about 

it.The district hopes to have college hill elementary school ready by next school year. 

 

5/30/14  8am 

People without education degrees could soon be teaching your children. 

the state board of education is planning a special meeting to approve regulations for a new law. 

it would allow people with bachelor's degrees and significant work experience in the designated fields to 

teach in secondary schools. 

the law was included in the school finance bill approved by the legislature last month. 

state education officials said the change would increase the available pool of teachers in science, math, 

engineering and technology. 

 

6/3/14  9pm 

It takes several years and dozens of classes and seminars on the techniques of teaching to earn a license in 

kansas.. Even under the alternative licensing program designed to attract teachers from non-education 

backgrounds. but under new regulations passed today by the state board of education.. Those classes are 

gone.. For at least some people. 

 

6/4/14  8am 

People with no formal education training could soon be teaching your child's class. 

the state board of education has approved new regulations that allow schools to hire anyone with a college 

degree and five years of experience as a teacher.the new regulations *don't* require training on how to 

teach.the decision is not sitting well with the kansas teachers union.state education officials say the change 

increases the available pool of teachers in science... Math... Engineering and technology. 

the changes are temporary until they've gone through a 120 day test period and there's been a chance for 

public input. 

 

6/9/14  7am 

The largest teacher's union in the state plans to make an announcement today.  We told you Friday....the 

union plans to sue over school funding.  The union claims lawmakers violated the state constitution. It 

plans to challenge the school funding bill passed this spring. The law was a response to a supreme court 

order requiring Kansas to increase funding to poorer school districts by 129-million dollars. 

 

6/18/14  9pm 

The cost of going to college is going up again.  That's after the kansas board of regents approved another 

round of tuition increases.  The increases will impact students for the up-coming academic year.  Wichita 

state says... The additional money will go to faculty and staff pay increases... Benefits... Increases in 

utilities and higher fees.... So the school can keep the student center open more hours. Factfinder 12 takes a 

look at the rising cost of higher education.  According to the united states department of education... The 

average cost of college tuition at public universities nation-wide increases more than 8-percent each year. 



 

 

The department says.. By the year 20-29... Students can expect to pay nearly 102-thousand dollars for four 

years at a public university. 

 

6/20/14  8am 

But that will change this fall... When students and teachers at *college hill elementary* head back to their 

own school for classes. They had to spend last school year at bryant elementary... After a fire damaged a 

large part of their building. Today... Jade degood got a tour of the renovations and upgrades there.   

Construction crews are still putting the finishing touches on the school.   But if inspections go well 

tomorrow... Teachers will be able to start putting their classrooms together starting next week. The walls 

are bare. Classrooms still smell of fresh paint. And new carpet covers the floors.  A fire... Caused by an 

electrical malfunction... Damaged 22 of *college hill elementary's* 26 classrooms.  Just days before 2013 

classes were set to start at principal Kathleen Patterson's school. The school's new gym that doubles as a 

safe room... Wasn't touched by the fire.  It now takes on a new role... As the staging area for construction 

crews.  The gym was supposed be dedicated the day the fire started.  Most of the school's rooms needed 

some major renovations... After fire... Smoke and water caused damage. Much of the furniture that was 

once used by little hands and feet... Had to be removed.  New desks and white boards will soon fill this 

space in anticipation for the students' return. The school also used this renovation time... To upgrade their 

heating and cooling system.  School officials say the new system should save them up to 30-percent on its 

utility bills. Other upgrades include new plumbing... And updated alarm and security systems.  The 

principal says they'll be throwing a homecoming party august 8th to celebrate the school being finished. 

 

6/23/14  7am 

Golfers are hitting the links in the 12th annual adopt a school golf tournament today -   Emily Griffin is live 

at reflection ridge golf course with details – dr. Thom rosenberg/playing in the tournament. 

 

 

 



 

 

ENVIRONMENT 

 

4/1/14  4pm 

People in kansas could see their first round of severe weather this spring. we've been tracking the storm 

that's expected to move into the area overnight. bringing with it, the possibility of hail. 

 

4/2/14  9pm 

A tornado watch has been issued for nine counties in south central Kansa. We are currently tracking the 

potential for severe storms across parts of our area. Meteorologist merril teller begins our severe weather 

alert... With the biggest threat from these storms... 

 

4/3/14  9pm 

Last night's severe weather... Is keeping body shops busy. "storm team 12 storm chaser" tony laubach (law-

back) sent us this picture last night. you can see... The damage golf ball size hail left behind... On a car in 

the "kansas star casino" parking lot in mulvane. body shops started the process of making estimates and 

repairs today. the owner of this body shop says... He has already written estimates as high as seven-

thousand dollars. 

 

4/4/14  4pm 

His morning the ongoing search for the bodies of 17 people killed in a mudslide is being turned over to a 

team of search dogs. Today 20 cadaver-tracking dogs from across the country are arriving  in washington. 

The dogs are now being sent in after overnight rain made an already muddy search area nearly 

 

4/5/14  9pm 

State health officials confirm they did find contaminated drinking water at some homes in west wichita. 

The kansas department of health and environment recently found a toxic cancer-causing dry-cleaning 

solvent in the private wells of about 24 homes. This thursday, those home owners will meet with the k-d-h-

e in find out more about the problem 

 

4/6/14  7am 

Smoke spreads over central kansas this weekend. And many of you have been asking us where it's all 

coming from. Controlled burns south and east of wichita... In the flint hills... Are to blame. 

Farmers and ranchers typically perform these controlled burns during march and april... As a way to 

manage land, provide better pasture for cattle, and minimize wild-fire risk. Typically, those burns happen 

during the day... And you probably wouldn't notice the smoke as much. Because of the burning in the flint 

hills... A burn ban is in effect for 16 kansas counties all month long. In an effort to help control ozone 

levels... Current permit holders aren't allowed to conduct open burns. There are certain exceptions. 

For a full list of what counties are included, head to k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

4/7/14  7am 

A few showers this evening then dry and warmer the rest of the week. Rain chances don't return to the area 

until late Saturday and Sunday. It will be breezy to windy the next couple of days and then quieter through 

Friday. Saturday turns breezy again while Sunday will be back into the windy catagory. 

 

4/8/14  9pm 

Winds are diminishing tonight but it will get windier again tomorrow. Tomorrow will also be much 

warmer. Dry conditions will continue until late Saturday. Saturday night and Sunday will bring a chance 

for showers and thunderstorms. At this time severe weather is not expected. The storm system that will 

bring the rain chances will also usher in a cooler start to next week. 

 

4/9/14  4pm 

Meteorologist Mark Larson says we'll wicked winds and very warm temps are on the way to Kansas 

Wednesday.Early in the day skies were mostly clear and temperatures fell into the 30s with lighter winds.  

Wednesday afternoon will be windier and much warmer than Tuesday as highs top-out in the 70s and 80s. 

Southwesterly winds will gust over around 40 mph later in the day.Our fire danger will be extremely high 

tomorrow thanks to the heat, gusty winds and low humidity. A weak cold front will usher in slightly cooler 



 

 

highs in the 60s and 70s Thursday but no rain or storms. We can expect dry, mild weather through 

Saturday. Saturday night and Sunday, look scattered showers and thunderstorms to arrive but severe 

weather is not expected.  The late weekend storm system will also drag in much colder temps early next 

week. 

 

4/11/14  7am 

And if you want to make sure your home isn't at risk for contamination... It's easy to do. 

The kansas department of health and environment has a site set up where you can find contaminated sites 

by location. You can then click on one of those sites and get more information about it. You can also see all 

the sites in kansans with an interactive map. The ones in red are still active...while the ones in green are 

resolved. 

 

4/12/14  8am 

Tracking some severe weather tonight .. With some thunderstorm warnings in the area. the chance for hail 

and high winds is possible.. here with meteorologist rodney price... For an update on the threat. 

 

4/14/14  9pm 

Meteorologist Ross Janssen says that sub freezing temperatures will harm tender plants overnight if they 

are not covered. Freeze and hard freeze warnings have been posted for much of the state. 

Lows will fall into the 20s with winds diminishing and changing to the west overnight. Skies will be clear 

and should have excellent viewing of the lunar eclipse. 

Temperatures will warm back into the 60-65 degree range Tuesday afternoon. Southwest winds will 

increase throughout the day.Clouds will return for Wednesday ahead of a front and storm system that 

should bring some more chances for light rain to the area Thursday, along with some snow in northwest 

Kansas. 

 

4/15/14  8am 

People across in North and South America were treated to a full lunar eclipse overnight. 

The moon was eclipsed by the Earth's shadow early this morning, and lasted just 78 minutes. 

For some, the moon appeared red-orange because of all the sunsets and sunrises from Earth, giving it the 

name "blood moon." Many of you caught a glimpse of the eclipse.Check out Larry's picture, taken this 

morning in Hutchinson.And Bill snapped this shot in Pratt. It's the first of four eclipses this year and the 

first of four total lunar eclipses this year and next.They're expected in October, next April and the following 

September. 

 

4/16/14  9pm 

Wind gust of 40-50 mph have been common around Kansas today. A cold front is helping produce those 

strong winds and will continue moving to the east through the night. Rain showers will move into western 

Kansas after midnight and spread to the east overnight. Showers will linger during the day tomorrow. 

Sunshine will be abundant on Friday. Clouds increase again early Saturday with showers and storms 

possible by early evening. Off and on rain will continue into Easter Sunday. 

 

4/17/14  9pm 

There have been more than 60 earthquakes recorded in southern kansas in the past year... 

so many.. That the governor appointed a special task force to figure out if human activities might be 

involved.] jade degood was there for the group's first public meeting... 

 

4/18/14  4pm 

A few clouds will move back into the state overnight. Clouds will increase even more during the day 

tomorrow with a chance for some showers and thunderstorms in western Kansas after dark. Saturday will 

also be a breezy day. Showers and storms will move to the east on Sunday with a few strong storms 

possible in the south. Next week starts off dry and mild with another chance for showers and storms late 

Wednesday and Wednesday night. 

 

4/21/14  7am 



 

 

Dry weather is expected for the overnight and again Tuesday, but storms are expected to return 

Wednesday. 

Overnight lows will fall into the low to mid 40s around most of the state. The winds should be light. 

A windy day is coming up for western Kansas on Tuesday with highs near 80. Skies will be sunny or 

mostly sunny with afternoon temperatures hitting the mid 70s central and east. The wind is not expected to 

be as strong around Wichita and areas to the east. 

 

Although a few isolated storms may clip western Kansas Tuesday evening, they are not expected to be 

severe. The best chance for severe storms in the immediate future will be Wednesday evening in western 

Kansas and then spreading east through the night. Hail and high winds are the primary threats.  

 

4/24/14  9pm 

You can keep up with severe weather using the "storm team 12 weather app."  with it, you can follow 

storms on interactive radar, see the latest forecast, and watch live streaming video. The app is free for 

android and apple devices. 

 

4/27/14  9pm 

Here's what you need to know about the storm chance for tonight.  Any activity from now until Midnight 

looks rather isolated.  However, any storm that can get going will have the possibility of large hail up to 

golfball size, winds of 65-70 mph.  Any tornado possibility looks very remote at this time.  Late this 

evening and especially after Midnight, as the upper level lift from the storm system in the Rockies gets 

involved, then a better chance of showers and storms will develop.  Large hail and high winds will be the 

concerns at that time through the early morning hours of Sunday.  By Sunday afternoon, the best chance to 

see storms will be from the Flint Hills and into eastern Kansas.  Afternoon highs on Sunday will reach the 

60s in the northwest, to the 70s for the rest of the state.  A cooler and windy forecast will be around for the 

first half of the work week, along with some hit and miss showers. 

 

4/28/14  9pm 

This system is expected to impact as many as 22 states... As it continues to sweep across the u-s. 

storm team 12 meteorologist ross janssen joins us now with a look at where the storm is and the damage it's 

leaving behind. 

 

4/29/14  8am 

For the fourth day in a row, people across kansas see wind gust above 40 miles an hour. 

those winds are expected to continue through wednesday. 

high winds are also to blame for blowing dust.in west kansas, blowing dust was so bad, one school district 

called off classes for the day.the superintendent for stanton county says, he didn't want students driving 

when it's tough to see the road ahead.it's the first time in district history schools were closed because of 

wind and dust. 

 

4/30/14  4pm 

Recovery efforts continue in southeast kansas after a tornado hit baxter springs. 

75 homes were destroyed by sunday's tornado, which began in oklahoma. 

the red cross sent more volunteers today to assist in the disaster response efforts. 

and for those affected, there is a resource center opening tomorrow morning at ten at baxter springs high 

school. the center will continue operations through the weekend from 9 a-m to 7 p-m. 

 

5/1/14  8am 

Check out these photos from k-dot.  They show you just how bad that dust storm in barton county was 

earlier this week.  This is a car and a truck both stuck in the dust.  They're in the ditch here.  You can share 

these pictures with your friends, .. .just head to our Facebook page. 

 

5/3/14  10pm 

Many of you may remember this. An f-4 tornado that hit haysville and south wichita. Killing 6 people... 

And injuring 100 others.  Today is the the 15th anniversary of that deadly twister.  To hear from survivors 



 

 

of the storm as well as city officials who helped rebuild after the destruction.  Head to our website at k-w-c-

h dot com. 

 

5/4/14  9pm 

After record heat, look for temperatures to come down some for the start of the week. Overnight, the skies 

will be mostly clear with lows in the 40s and 50s. Monday will be mostly sunny with north winds early, 

coming around to the east or southeast during the afternoon. Wind speeds should be under 20 mph with 

highs in the 80s for most, but could still see some low 90s along the oklahoma state line. Dry and hot 

weather returns for tuesday. Record highs are likely around kansas with readings between 95 and 100. The 

next best chance for showers and storms will be coming in with a cold front on thursday. 

 

5/5/14  7am 

Take a look at this video from Maize. Our own pilar pedraza just sent this in.  You can see jelly bean sized 

hail falling there. 

 

5/6/14  4pm 

A summer-like day in early may... As temperatures once again break records across the area.  Storm team 

12 meteorologist merril teller joins us with a look at when we can expect a cool down. 

 

5/7/14  9pm 

Photojournalist George Taylor got caught in some of that hail this evening. He shot this video along k-96... 

Between Hutchinson and Wichita. That hail... Around penny and ping pong ball size. 

 

5/9/14  9pm 

More earthquakes were felt in parts of kansas this afternoon. 

the earthquakes were centered in oklahoma. they are just some in a series of earthquakes... Felt in the 

region over the past few months. in kansas alone, the "united states geological survey" says... There have 

been 30 earthquakes in february, march, and april. 

in a story you will see only on eyewitness news, we traveled to sumner county... Where scientists are 

studying earthquake activity. geologist with the u-s-g-s have been installing temporary seis-mometers this 

week.they are trying to figure-out what is causing all the earthquakes in the region. 

in a special report jade degood did a few weeks ago, "shock after shock", geologists say.... Earthquakes are 

related to recent oil production in the state... However fracking is not the likely cause. 

to find out what they say could be the cause... Log onto our website, k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

5/11/14  7am 

If you're on the go you can also send in those storm shots and stay up to date on the latest storm conditions, 

just download our storm team 12 app. 

You can receive weather alerts and check out the 10 day forecast. 

The app is free for all apple and android devices. 

 

5/12/14  7am 

A tree falls on a home in mount hope... 

Crews are on the scene right now cleaning it up 

It's part of the damage left behind from the severe weather that moved through kansas this weekend... 

It's left behind cooler weather... And even *snow for some... 

Just how cool it's going to stay in a moment... 

 

5/13/14  8am 

areas of frost could develop in some areas of Kansas, especially in the far west and across the north. 

Lows are expected to fall into the low 30s for the west with upper 30s elsewhere. The wind will back down 

under 15 mph around the state. 

Clouds will return on Wednesday with a chance for spotty showers in northwest Kansas during the 

afternoon. Highs will be in the 60s again with north/northwest winds under 25 mph. 

There may be some more spotty sprinkles or showers Thursday, but the likelihood of widespread rain the 

rest of the week is low. Temperatures will continue to be in the 60s for 



 

 

 

5/14/14  8am 

we're seeing new video of a truck nearly being blown over in high winds. 

You remember that wind and blowing dust last week.. 

It caused problems on the road and even closed a school district for a day.. 

Well this new video of a semi nearly overturning... Is said to be shot on a kansas highway... And going 

viral. 

 

5/15/14  9pm 

another cool day is coming up on Friday with a chance for scattered rain showers around the state. It won't 

be heavy and some areas will be missed altogether. Overnight, skies will be partly cloudy and any sprinkles 

will end with lows falling into the upper 30s and low 40s. A reinforcing shot of cool air arrives Friday and 

sunshine will be at a minimum throughout the day with spotty rain showers developing. The wind will 

come around to the north/northeast and speeds should be under 25 mph. Other than an isolated storm in 

western Kansas Saturday afternoon or evening, much of the state will be dry with temperatures in the 60s 

once again. 

 

5/16/14  7am 

Meteorologist Mark Larson says we'll see another cool day Friday with a chance for scattered rain showers.  

Sadly, the rain won't be heavy and some areas will even be missed altogether.  Our drought continues. 

Early Friday, skies were clear to partly cloudy and temps fell into the upper-30s and lower-40s. A 

reinforcing shot of cool air arrives Friday afternoon and early sunshine will give way to thick clouds with 

spotty sprinkles and a few splash and dash showers developing.  The wind will swing around to the 

north/northeast and stay under 25 mph. Other than an isolated storm in western Kansas Saturday afternoon 

or evening, much of the state will be dry with temperatures in the upper-60s and lower-70s under a partly 

cloudy sky. Sunday will mark the beginning of a significant warming trend that will take Kansas back into 

the mid-90s by Tuesday and Wednesday. 

 

5/17/14  7am 

The snow from the past winter has long since melted but the sand used to fix slick roads has now become a 

problem of its own.That's why beginning tonight the city of wichita is stepping up street sweeping efforts 

on some of the main roads.Sweepers will start at 7-30 this evening and run in 12 hour shifts six days a 

week.The hope is to have at least the main streets cleaned up by early june. 

 

5/18/14  7am 

The snow from the past winter has long since melted but the sand used to fix slick roads has now become a 

problem of its own. that's why beginning tonight the city of wichita is stepping up street sweeping efforts 

on some of the main roads. Sweepers will start at 7-30 this evening and run in 12 hour shifts six days a 

week. The hope is to have at least the main streets cleaned up by early june. 

 

5/19/14  9pm 

active weather is expected for the rest of the week and into the holiday weekend. There is a chance for 

some severe storms Wednesday evening in the west, and then spreading east into Thursday. 

Overnight, look for dry weather in Kansas with lows ranging from upper 50s west to upper 60s in south 

central Kansas. The wind will be backing down through the night. 

Wednesday starts dry, but clouds will increase through the day with scattered storms in the west after 5 

p.m. Some storms could produce hail, high wind, and an isolated tornado. Highs will be near 90, with low 

80s in the northwest. 

Scattered storms are possible Thursday and again Friday. Right now, there will be a chance for storms 

Saturday morning, but the afternoon looks dry. 

 

5/20/14  9pm 

active weather is expected for the rest of the week and into the holiday weekend. There is a chance for 

some severe storms Wednesday evening in the west, and then spreading east into Thursday. 

Overnight, look for dry weather in Kansas with lows ranging from upper 50s west to upper 60s in south 

central Kansas. The wind will be backing down through the night. 



 

 

Wednesday starts dry, but clouds will increase through the day with scattered storms in the west after 5 

p.m. Some storms could produce hail, high wind, and an isolated tornado. Highs will be near 90, with low 

80s in the northwest. 

Scattered storms are possible Thursday and again Friday. Right now, there will be a chance for storms 

Saturday morning, but the afternoon looks dry. 

 

5/21/14  9pm 

Scattered storms are likely in Kansas through the next several days as a slow moving system impacts the 

region. 

Storms could produce hail and gusty winds into the night, especially in western and northern Kansas. Lows 

will fall into the upper 50s to the northwest with mid and upper 60s elsewhere. 

There is still a chance for strong storms Thursday with hail being the primary threat. Much of the state will 

be dry in the morning, with storms developing during the afternoon and evening across much of central and 

western Kansas. Highs will be in the 80s. 

There should be several more rounds of storms Thursday night and Friday. Saturday may have a few 

storms in the morning, then another round is expected late Saturday night.> 

 

5/22/14  8am 

Early Thursday, strong storms raced northeastward along and north of I-70, dropping locally heavy rain and 

small hail at times. Temps fell into the upper 50s over northwest Kansas and into the mid and upper-60s 

elsewhere under a partly to mostly cloudy sky. Another round of strong storms will be possible Thursday 

afternoon when large hail will be the primary threat.  Most of the state will be dry Thursday morning with 

scattered storms developing through the afternoon and into the evening across central and western Kansas.   

Look for Thursday highs in the mid to upper-80s south and east and around 80 northwest. 

We can expect more stormy weather Thursday night and Friday and although a few storms may linger 

Saturday morning, the afternoon should be dry. 

Yet another batch of storms is on the way to Kansas late Saturday night and even more on the way, off and 

on, through Sunday and Memorial Day.   

Bottom line, lots of days with good bets to get wet to ease our drought but not the best weather for outdoor 

activities this holiday weekend.  

 

5/23/14  7am 

Finally rain... For *parts* of Kansas. 

While it may have missed some areas, it flooded others. 

More than two inches of rain fell in Reno County... Causing some street flooding. 

The water trapped two people in their car. 

This picture is from the "hutchinson fire department." 

Firefighters rescued the pair.... From a car almost submerged in water. 

Rescuers say.... The driver and passenger were very cold and wet... But otherwise fine. 

 

5/24/14  9pm 

A large wildfire in Arizona is expected to double in size before firefighters gain the upper hand. 

The fire is about 16 square miles in size. 

Fire crews say they are making progress and weather conditions are improving. 

Hundreds of homes are threatened, but so far none has been lost. 

The fire is five percent contained. 

 

5/25/14  8am 

It always seems to rain on Memorial Day weekend - right?  Kansas needs the moisture and even scattered 

showers and storms are welcome this year, as the drought continues across the state.  Wichita remains 5.44" 

below normal (in terms of precipitation) since January 1st. 

There will be more opportunities for showers and storms today, when compared to yesterday.  Storms will 

be scattered and not likely to produce any severe weather, however localized heavy rainfall is possible with 

the slow moving nature of these storms.  If you are fortunate enough to get caught underneath one, expect 

between 0.50-1.0" of rainfall (possibly more).  Predicting exactly where and even when these storms will 



 

 

occur is difficult in this "summer-like" pattern, however it appears that central Kansas has the best chances 

today.  Highs will be similar to yesterday, upper 70s and low 80s. 

Tonight, more scattered showers and storms especially through the evening, then with the setting sun, 

activity will diminish.  But, we are not done yet, another wave of scattered showers/storms are possible by 

early morning.  Lows will be in the 50s and 60s.  

 

Expect another round of scattered showers and storms throughout Memorial Day with the best chances 

from 1 P.M. to 8 P.M across central section of Kansas, including Wichita.  Again, afternoon temperatures 

will be dependent on clouds and rain.  If you're in an area with some sunshine, expect lower 80s, otherwise 

upper 70s will be the rule. 

This summer-time weather pattern continues with no changes expected through the rest of the week into the 

weekend.  So expect isolated showers and storms to pop up each afternoon and diminish each evening.  

Temperatures will slowly climb into the middle 80s by the weekend. 

 

5/26/14  9pm 

Storm team 12 told you to expect some much needed rain over the holiday weekend... 

And that's just what happened... 

There's still some out there tonight... *and in tomorrow's forecast... 

Storm team 12 meterologist merril teller's tracking the latest... 

 

5/27/24  8am 

Most of us are waking up to cloudy skies and mild temps 

There are a few showers near the OK state line  

The huge, slow-moving storm system that's been controlling our weather since last week, is finally pushing 

away from KS.. 

 

5/29/14  8am 

Hutchinson fire crews battled two fires before sunrise this morning. 

just after 3 this morning crews responded to a house fire in the area of k-61 and lorraine street. 

when they arrived this two story home was fully involved and a second fire had sparked in a mobile home 

about an eigth of a mile to the east of that home. 

both houses were vacant and no injuries have been reported. 

both fires remain under investigation. 

 

5/30/14  8am 

Meteorologist Mark Larson says chances for more, much needed, rain will return to Kansas and our warm, 

humid weather will also stick around for a while. 

Early Friday, most of our state was dry under a clear sky with light winds and temps ranging from the 

upper 50s for the far west to the low to mid-60s central and east. 

Friday will start out dry but look for increasing clouds and spotty showers or storms to develop by 

afternoon. The storms will not be severe but brief, heavy downpours, are likely at times. Highs will climb 

into the mid-80s with light east to southeast winds. 

 

Isolated storms will be possible for parts of western Kansas Saturday morning and a few storms will re-

develop Saturday evening across the west.  

Sunday will bring a chance for severe storms to northern and western Kansas during the evening hours. 

Those storms will spread south and east Sunday night with more heavy rainfall expected. 

More off and on rain/storms will be possible through midweek with highs in the mid-80s to near 90 

degrees. 

 

5/31/14  9pm 

A very good saturday to you.  Hd super doppler radar shows spotty storms over northwest kansas. None of 

it is severe. 

We have a theat of severe weather on sunday. Large hail and high winds are the main concerns. 

Currently across the viewing area temperatures are in the 70s. 



 

 

Hd futuretrack tonight shows those spotty showers fading away.  We'll have more wind tomorrow and we'll 

watch as showers and storms erupt in the mid-late afternoon in western kansas.  Again, large hail and high 

winds should be the biggest concerns.  Sunday night wichita sees the chance for storms.  More chances of 

storms are possible early and late monday.  

So for Tonight we'll see spotty storms ending in the west.  Partly cloudy elsewhere with lows in the 60s. 

Tomorrow you'll see storms over western kansas in the afternoon with highs near the 90 degree mark.  

 in wichita and the metro area, look for partly cloudy skies with a high of 89. .   

On your 7-day forecast you'll see off and on storm chances late sunday into monday, then again wednesday, 

thursday and friday and highs in the 80s and 90s.  

 

6/1/14  7am 

A few showers and storms in western Kansas, should diminish through mid-morning.   Skies will be partly 

cloudy to mostly sunny through much of the day.  Gusty south winds will develop statewide ahead of an 

approaching cold front.  High humidity and afternoon sunshine will quickly destabilize the atmosphere and 

strong to severe storms will erupt after 3 P.M. across western Kansas.  Large hail will be the primary threat, 

however as the system evolves overnight a damaging wind threat will increase across central and Kansas.  

Expect the storms to blow into Wichita after 9 P.M.  Highs will reach the upper 80s and 90s statewide. The 

threat for storms and severe weather is more likely across central Kansas (including Wichita) tonight, 

however should begin to diminish after 2 A.M.  Spotty showers and rumbles will continue through the early 

morning.  Overnight lows will drop in to the upper 50s and 60s. After a few morning showers Monday, 

expect skies to become mostly sunny to partly cloudy with a chance of storms redeveloping across south-

central Kansas during the afternoon.  Storms Monday should not be severe.More rain and storm chances 

this week.  The days that have the best chance of measurable precipitation will be Thursday into the first 

part of the weekend. 

 

6/3/14  9pm 

Severe weather moves through parts of the midwest today. 

This was the scene in nebraska.You can see baseball-size hail falling from the sky.The omaha police 

department tweeted out this picture.A police cruiser had its back window knocked-out by hail.So far... No 

injuries have been reported.And as ross janssen explains... Parts of kansas could see the potential forsevere 

weather this week.. Some parts are seeing severe weather now. 

 

6/4/14  7am 

This morning residents in nebraska are surveying the damage left behind by several strong storms. 

Several tornadoes also touched down and large hail also pelted parts of the state.. 

Today other parts of the midwest are bracing for the possibility of a large, straight-line windstorm. 

 

6/5/14  9pm 

It might feel a lot like last night.... As far as the weather goes.  Meteorologist rodney price joins us with 

who may be in line for more storms overnight. 

 

6/6/14  7am 

Meteorologist Mark Larson says we can expect more, off and on storms to roll across Kansas late Friday 

into Saturday morning but the threat for severe weather will be winding down. Friday morning clouds will 

give way to partly cloudy skies by afternoon with highs topping-out in the low to mid-80s. Strong or severe 

storms will pass through far western and southern sections of Kansas Friday night into early Saturday 

morning.  Large hail, gusty winds and locally heavy rain will all be threats.  Isolated afternoon storms will 

also be possible Saturday but look for dry weather Sunday through Wednesday. Afternoon highs range 

from the mid-70s to mid-80s through Tuesday and then climb back into the upper 80s to around 90 

Wednesday and Thursday 

 

6/7/14  9pm 

Stay ahead of the weather with our storm team 12 app. With it you can see what the weather will be like 

before you head outside to the final weekend of riverfest. You can also get a custom forecast for where you 

live. 

 



 

 

6/8/14  9pm 

Storms bringing much needed rain are headed to western Kansas. You can see a lot of color on the radar.  

Meteorologist Ross Janssen is in the weather center tonight... Tracking those storms. 

 

6/9/14  7am 

Rain+storms for some this morning but no severe weather. Grays skies and wet weather to start our work 

week. Cool, gray Monday on the way with showers/storms early and late 

 

6/11/14  9pm 

Stay on top of the weather with the k-w-c-h and "storm team 12 weather" apps. You can check-out our live 

interactive radar, get weather alerts sent to your phone, and watch live streaming video.  Both apps are free 

and available for apple and android devices. 

 

6/12/14  4pm 

Quiet weather outside means a quiet afternoon in the weather center! Nothing of note on HD Super 

Doppler.  Here's your hour by hour forecast for this evening. 

 

6/13/14  7am 

Light jacket weather this morning - cool, clear, light winds. Dry today, gusty south wind later - warmer too 

- highs in the low-mid-upper 80s statewide. Future track shows us. A fine Friday - Isolated evening 

showers/storms west but relatively quiet over-night. Windy and warmer Saturday. Strong/severe storms 

move in tomorrow night - hail and wind main threats. 

 

6/14/14  9pm 

With more rain on the way, More flooding is likely in reno county. You can see they are already dealing 

with several flooded roads.  This video from 56th and pennington where one road was under water.  Law 

enforcement is reminding you...that if you come across some high water the best thing you can do is turn 

around. find another route to your destination. even if the water appears to be shallow enough to 

cross...don't try it because water hides dips in the road. There are several road closures in reno county.  For 

a full list... Go to kwch.com.      

 

6/15/14  9pm 

Hail smashes a storm chaser's windshield near goodland... As severe storms blow through kansas saturday 

night. the wind knocked down this oil rig near stockton.  trent miley sent us this picture.  and this... what's 

left of a camper near minneapolis. But today... A different story... Father's day was the perfect time to 

spend outdoors. Merrill with us tonight. What can we expect for the week ahead? 

 

6/16/14  4pm 

No rain or storms on Super Doppler radar this afternoon. Hot, humid and windy conditions will continue 

for the next couple of days.  Temperatures this afternoon are in the 80s and 90s with winds mostly 20-35 

with gusts to 45. No big changes in our weather pattern for the next couple of days. Storms are back in the 

forecast on Thursday then again from Sunday night into Monday. 

 

6/17/14  7am 

Mostly clear skies, gusty winds and warm temps will all greet you as yo step out the door this morning. 

Another hot, windy day on the way. Storm-free skies across Kansas through tomorrow 

 

6/18/14  9pm 

More storms are making their way across the state.  Storm team 12 meteorologist rodney price joins us 

now.... With the latest on what you can expect later tonight and tomorrow. 

 

6/19/14  8am 

Partly to mostly cloudy skies, muggy and mild this a.m.  Wind are still gusty across the east with lighter 

breezes for the west.  It's warm and muggy again too. Expect another breezy, warm, humid day with 

scattered strong or severe storms for central and eastern Kansas after about 3 p.m. Highs will not be as hot 

Thursday - low to mid to upper 80s to near 90 statewide. Future Track shows us, Isolated storms firing-up 



 

 

across eastern KS this afternoon. A few strong/severe storms will be possible too; hail wind main threats. 

Storms are out tonight - Friday - lower humidity is in. Today's forecast. Tonight forecast. Friday forecast. 

7-Day forecast shows no storms Saturday but more on the way Sunday night into Monday when highs fall 

into the mid-80s. Still stormy travel weather some in our region today. 

 

6/20/14  8am 

We have some morning clouds but no huge impact from those clouds expected for your Air Capital Classic 

forecast as the clouds thin today.  Pack the sunscreen and keep hydrated! 

 

6/21/14  9pm 

The first day of summer brought some severe weather with it. Strong storms are moving through parts of 

western Kansas, with hail and high winds the main threat. Rodney Price is in the storm center with your 

forecast. 

 

6/22/14  9pm 

You can also use the storm team 12 app to keep up to date on weather alerts.  Use it to check the interactive 

radar and see the latest forecasts. The app is free for apple and android devices. 

 

6/24/14  4pm 

This is just *some of what parts of kansas are seeing this afternoon. Heavy rain... High winds and hail.  

Storm team 12 chaser brandon ivey shot this video near bentley this afternoon... Where some hail stones 

were the size of half-dollars. Storm team 12 continues to track severe storms right now in central and 

western Kansas.  You can see some of the clouds on our Dodge City skycam. Meteorologist Merril Teller 

starts us off with a look at where it's headed. 

 

6/25/14  7am 

Tuesday's rain caused a problem for many drivers across Wichita as several areas experienced heavy 

flooding. This was the scene near west central yesterday afternoon. 

 

6/26/14  8am 

Mulvane city officials are warning people to stay out of the fishing pond at the mulvane sports complex. 

The pond is now under a warning for blue green algae.  It's one of a growing list of blue green algae alerts. 

Health officials say, people and their pets should avoid contact with the water.  Fishing is still safe in these 

lakes... Health officials say, be sure to clean any fish you catch before eating them. 

 

6/27/14  4pm 

Hd super doppler radar shows some showers and storms.  A tornado watch is in effect for western kansas 

until 10 p.m.  Hail and wind are the main concerns.  The tornado risk is there too.  

 

6/28/14  9pm 

Jade, all of the storm activity is southeast of Wichita.  You'll see it here on HD Super Doppler.  Reports of 

over 5 inches of rain and water over US-160 in several spots, as deep as three feet in spots.  Turn around, 

don't drown! 

 

6/29/14  9pm 

Storms are underway in northeast Kansas with tornado watch in effect until 1 a.m. A few areas of northern 

Kansas could see storms developing late in the night. 

 

6/30/14  7am 

First drought...now downpour. The latest rain is putting a halt on farmers cutting wheat. An agronomist 

who studies crops tells eyewitness news the worst wheat is in anthony and the best so far is in haven and 

hutchinson.  But no matter what the crop looks like... Many farmers are at a stand still because of all the 

recent rain.  We talked to a farmer today who says the rain has turned his fields into a swamp.  Curt hoobler 

has been farming wheat for 35 years..but this year is different. Hoobler grows two thousand acres of wheat.  

He's got about ten percent of that left to cut.  To salvage the rest, hoobler is hoping the rain will take a 

break.  Recent rain has caused a slow down for harvesters in many parts of the state.   Wet wheat stalks 



 

 

means a combine struggles to cut.  Wet soil means farm machinary could sink.   And wet fields wash away 

chemicals meaning weeds.  While this rain is hurting his wheat harvest... Hoobler says it will really help his 

other crops.  He says his corn and soybeans might even make up for the bad wheat.  Hoobler says the 

upcoming holiday is actually somewhat of a deadline for farmers.  He says wheat farmers in the mulvane 

area try to have cutting finished every year by the fourth of july.  Hoobler agrees with other farmers across 

the state who have told us the weather has decreased the value and quality of wheat this year. 

 

 



 

 

HEALTH & SAFETY 

 

4/1/14  4pm 

We now know what led to a fire that destroyed two homes in Derby on Monday. Fire investigators say a 

lawn mower sparked the flames, which were fueled by strong winds. Crews were able to bring the fire 

under control within an hour. No one was seriously injured. 

 

4/2/14  9pm 

They believe it started in the kitchen... But investigators still have not pinpointed the cause of a wichita 

restaurant fire... Sweet basil, a restaurant on north woodlawn, caught on fire around four this morning. 

Fire crews say smoke caused 400-thousand dollars worth of damage to the inside of the building. 

No one was inside when the fire started... The owner tells investigators he plans to rebuild. 

 

4/3/14  7am 

The three people who were hurt... When a car hit a semi in el dorado... Are out of the hospital tonight. 

it happened after three... Near boyer road. that's where investigators say...the car hit the semi. 

a two-year-old and two adults were taken to the hospital. highway 2-54 near el dorado was closed while 

crews cleaned-up the wreck. that road is now back open. 

 

4/4/14  4pm 

An elderly man featured in a silver alert last night has now been found safe. 87 year old charles dilner was 

located in missouri around 10 last night. He is said to be in good condition. His family traveled to missouri 

overnight to bring him home. 

 

4/5/14  7am 

One area church is determined to lend a helping hand to single moms in our area. Emily griffin went to a 

free car clinic today = and found out how a little service went a long way to help these women 

 

4/6/14  7am 

Did you feel it? The u-s geological survey... Has upgraded this morning's earthquake in oklahoma to a 

magnitude 4-point-2. That's the state's third biggest quake this year. It was recorded just before 10 this 

morning.... About two miles south of langston. That's about 20 miles southwest of stillwater. 

More than 30 earthquakes have been recorded in oklahoma in just the past week. 

 

4/7/14  7am 

General motors begins repairs on millions of vehicles at the center of a controversial recall. 

But in wichita... Car owners are still waiting for their vehicles to be fixed. That's because none of the 

dealerships in wichita has received the replacement part. G-m has recalled more than 2-point-6 million 

vehicles because of a faulty ignition switch. The switch is linked to at least 13 deaths nation-wide. 

G-m is also in the process of notifying customers. 

 

4/9/14  8am 

One person is seriously hurt after an overnight crash. It happened near 29th and woodlawn. The driver hit a 

tree. It's unclear how or why the crash happened. The driver did suffer possible injuries to their face. 

 

4/11/14  7am 

Some folks in west wichita are worried about the quality of their water -- and the effect on their health. 

A meeting was held last night to talk about contaminated water ... Some people  have been drinking for 

years. Health officials say the well water is safe to use for lawns or washing cars ... But that's about it... 

 

4/13/14  8am 

This is all that remains of the *camp aldrich community center* in barton county.... A fire early saturday 

morning ripped through the building. But the fire destroyed much more. Hannah davis found out it also 

changed a couple's wedding plans. 

 

4/15/14  4pm 



 

 

A first-student school bus was involved in an accident with three other cars on kellogg early this morning. 

No students were on the bus at the time of the wreck. Emily griffin spoke with one of the drivers about the 

moments that led up to the crash. 

 

4/16/14  7am 

Investigators say the two women killed probably didn't even see the other car coming at them... 

Investigators say the driver of a pickup truck ,donald fifer should have made a loop to get onto the 

turnpike...instead, the truck lost control and struck a sign, ending up in the grass. He got back on the road... 

But was going the wrong direction... Lori uchiyama milton was driving with her passenger 

33-year-old elizabeth goodno when fifer's car hit them... Fifer's car caught on fire but emergency crews 

were able to rescue him. 

 

4/17/14  7am 

Expect increased security at salina central high school today. 

this after a threat was made. school administrators wouldn't give eyewitness news any specific details about 

the threat -- only that it came in yesterday. overnight the school posted this message on it website telling 

parents of the increased security.... it says yesterday information was found on campus indicating a general 

threat. the school consulted with salina police and will be taking extra precautions today. 

expect to see more police officers at the school doing walk-throughs. 

they'll also be watching entry points to the building. 

 

4/18/14  9pm 

former colleagues in the legislature say they are shocked and saddened. 

tonight don dahl is a remembered as a man of strong convictions who never made politics personal. 

jim grawe is live in the newsroom. 

 

4/20/14  9pm 

fire crews are still trying to figure out what caused a fire at this wichita home. 

they believe there was some sort of an explosion first. 

crews showed up around 8:15 this morning to the home in the 2300 block of north poplar. 

once on scene... They found the fire had spread to two homes and a shed. 

 

4/21/14  9pm 

I--70 is back open tonight in salina county after portions of the interstate were closed due to low visibility 

this afternoon.The low visibility is to blame for a couple of accidents.Troopers with the kansas highway 

patrol say at least 5 vehicles were involved in the accidents, including a couple of semis.Troopers closed 

the interstate from lincoln county into saline county to clear the accidents and let the smoke clear in the 

area.Fire officials believe the smoke came from a grass fire. 

The cause of the fire is still under investigation. 

 

4/23/14  7am 

No burning for at least another week in saline county because it's so dry.  It comes after smoke from a large 

grass fire caused two multi-vehicle crashes on i-70. We showed you this cell phone video earlier this week 

on eyewitness news.  The kansas highway patrol believes a passing train sparked the fire near glendale. It 

then spread for five miles along the highway.  Crews fought the fire for an hour. 

 

4/24/14  9pm 

A wichita mom wants parents of young athletes to hear her son's story.  Tonight... A look at concussions... 

Like you haven't seen.  Becky knackstedt's (ka-knock-stead's) son... Suffered a concussion last fall.  But 

unlike most-- tanner has yet to recover.  The inman freshman is among the 10-percent of athletes who take 

months... Or even years    to recover from a brain injury.  Tonight factfinder 12 investigator michael 

schwanke.... Takes you along as tanner visits some of the top concussion doctors in the nation. They're 

trying to get tanner his life back... Because a lot has changed since his head injury. Tonight... Michael talks 

about the latest research in concussions and information you need to know before your child participates in 

sports.these are doctors who treat college and n-f-l players.   His report--"after the hit"--airs tonight at 10 on 

k-w-c-h channel 12. 



 

 

 

4/25/14  7am 

A motorcycle rider is in critical condition after he's hit by a car.  It happened near the wichita state campus 

at this intersection thursday night.  Police are still looking into what happened, but believe the rider had the 

green light. No one in the car was hurt. 

 

4/27/14  9pm 

With severe weather possible.  People in andover are remembering just how quickly things can change.  Do 

you remember the "andover tornado"?  That's what many call it.  An f-5 tornado that ripped through the 

town of andover 23 years ago today.  It killed 17 people... And tore through many homes and buildings.  

Butler county emergency teams hit the landfill today.. To train for a similar disaster.  Workers at the 

landfill built special rescue scenarios out of debris to challenge the rescuers.  The organizer of this training 

says for many of the first responders... This is their first  look at what a major disaster might look like. 

 

4/28/14  7am 

Warnings continue tonight--and as  many as 7 people may be dead in this latest round of severe weather. 

tupelo mississippi was among the first places hit-a tornado touched down there this afternoon. 

here's one view of that tornado.it touched down just after 4.the mayor says several people are hurt and 

damage is extensive and devestating.the national weather service declared tornado emergencies for several 

counties in northern mississippi.one meteorologist ordered staff to the basement as a tornado approached 

the station.he then left the set himself.mississippi knew the severe weather was coming--     the governor 

declared a state of emergency in advance--a second tornado hit the state--in the town of louis-ville and 

damaged a medical center there. 

 

4/30/14  7am 

Another wreck this morning, this one in Trego County, leaves one person dead. 

It happened on I-70, when a pick-up truck pulling a U-haul trailer collided with a greyhound bus. 

The driver of the pick-up was killed. Six people on the bus were hurt. 

 

5/1/14  8am 

Now kansas leaders are weighing in on the botched execution. They say there are protocols in place if 

something goes wrong.  Kansas department of correction officials say what happened in oklahoma was a 

tragedy.  Jeremy barclay says he and other leaders are taking a closer look at our death penalty process so 

there's no duplication of what happened in oklahoma.  Keep in mind...the kansas coalition against the death 

penalty says the last execution in the state was in 1965.  Two people were hanged.   The kansas department 

of corrections says the state is years away from executing anyone---and that's mainly because of the appeal 

process.  Kansas is one of 33 states that has the death penalty. 

 

5/2/14  7am 

A wichita police captain is taking over as police chief in bel aire.  Darrell Atteberry.... Will begin his new 

job as chief may 27-th.  Atteberry had been with the wichita police department since 19-81.  He replaces 

john daily, who retired a few months ago because of medical issues. 

 

5/4/14  9pm 

Did you know... Someone can find out what you do for a living, your home and email addresses, your age, 

education level... Even your relatives.  All they need is your name.  Factfinder 12 bought subscriptions to 

two "people search" websites-- to see what you can really find out about somebody online, for a price.  We 

went to the central library for our research. We asked volunteers to enter their name into the search engine.  

Watch what happens when one of our volunteers sees all of her personal information the search websites 

found.  Coming up tonight at ten, find out how those "people search websites" get all that information about 

you... And if there's anything you can do to stop it.  That's in factfinder 12 investigator melissa scheffler's 

report... "searching for you." 

 

5/5/14  7am 

We're learning more about a deadly accident in newton. 28-year-old crystal stauffer died after she was hit 

by a car tuesday afternoon.  The driver was not hurt and stopped to call 9-11.  No charges have been filed at 



 

 

this timem but the accident does remain under investigation. Stauffer was a physical education teacher at 

santa fe middle school in newton.  She and her husband andrew just married nearly a year ago... And were 

both active members in their church.  The school stauffer taught at plans to honor her in their own way 

when classes resume in August. 

 

5/6/14  4pm 

A motorcycle wreck in south wichita sends one man to the hospital. It happened just after two near Pawnee 

and Washington.  Officials say the motorcyclist slid his motorcycle onto the ground to avoid being hit by a 

car.  He was taken to the hospital with apparent head injuries. Nobody else was seriously injured. 

 

5/7/14  9pm 

Continuing coverage on a story we brought you yesterday.  The district attorney will now consider filing 

charges against the parents of a one-year-old found in an apartment closet.  It happened at the twin rivers 

apartment complex in west wichita.  Police say, the mother left the 18-month old child sleeping in the 

closet while she took the child's father to work.  Maintenance workers working on an air conditioning unit 

discovered the child.  The child's grandmother has since taken custody of the child. 

 

5/9/14  9pm 

A kansas man is left with critical brain injuries following an accident at his work. 

it happened at the national beef packing plant in dodge city, 

officials say, the man fell 10 feet from a catwalk into new cattle pens in a construction area. 

the man was taken to a hospital in wichita. 

company officials say, the area where the man fell was a restricted area and he shouldn't have been 

there.both the dodge city police and osha are investigating the accident. 

 

5/11/14  7am 

This morning fire crews in south west wichita are investigating the cause of an early morning house fire. 

The fire sparked just after 2-30 this morning in the garage of a single story home in the 1600 block of west 

blake. 

Crews were able to contain that fire quickly. 

No injuries were reported. 

The cause remains under investigation. 

 

5/12/14  7am 

A high school graduate is hit by a car... *right after graduation. 

Joe pham was leaving east high's ceremony at koch arena last night... When he was hit by the car. 

He was taken to the hospital in serious condition. 

He has since been upgraded to fair. 

Witnesses say... It was a scary moment. 

Officers arrested a 26-year-old man for driving with a suspended license. 

 

5/13/14  9pm 

A 105-year old woman is rescued from her burning northeast kansas home. 

It happened early this morning. 

The woman's nephew, who lives next door ran to her aid when he woke up smelling smoke. 

He says, he tried going in, but the smoke was too thick. 

Firefighters were able to rescue the woman. 

She was taken to the hospital where she is in good condition. 

She is expected to be released wednesday. 

The cause of the fire is still under investigation. 

 

5/14/14  8am 

You'll see a new sign at some airports across the country today. 

the c-d-c has posted signs up warning about mers. 

that's "middle east respiratory syndrome". 

it's made hundreds of sick over seas and can be deadly. 



 

 

there have been two confirmed cases of people bringing it to the u-s.. 

 

5/15/14  9pm 

When severe weather is in our area stay alert.  Download the k-w-c-h and storm team 12 weather apps.  

Check out our live interactive radar and live video streaming. You can also get weather alerts sent to your 

phone. Both apps are free and available for apple and android devices. 

 

5/16/14  7am 

A stray dog causing problems for some living in a south wichita neighborhood.  Neighbors say... The dog is 

aggressive and chases people.  It has been on the loose near grove and pawnee for 10 weeks. And no one 

can seem to catch it.  Animal control was called in.  Officers have set traps, but the dog takes the food 

without getting caught. The postal service is requiring people to move their mailboxes from their door 

steps... To the drive-way.  So... Carriers can try to avoid the dog. 

 

5/17/14  8am 

This morning a deadly crash in north sedgwick county remains under investigation. 

The sedgwick county sheriffs office says  the driver was killed when when he veered off the road and 

struck a tree at 101st street and broadway. 

It happened just before 8-30 saturday night. 

That intersection had to be temporarily shut down while crews cleared the scene. 

No other cars were involved. 

The kansas highway patrol is still investigating the crash and is asking any witnesses to call 744-0451. 

5/18/14  7am 

This morning a deadly crash in north sedgwick county remains under investigation. 

the sedgwick county sheriffs office says  the driver was killed when when he veered off the road and struck 

a tree at 101st street and broadway. 

it happened just before 8-30 saturday night. 

that intersection had to be temporarily shut down while crews cleared the scene. 

 

5/19/14  9pm 

The food and drug administration is warning pet owners of a tasty treat they may feed their pets. 

today, the administration announced some jerky treats are being linked to the deaths of more than a 

thousand dogs. now, a national chain of pet stores says it will pull the treats from its shelves. 

 

5/20/14  9pm 

The food and drug administration is warning pet owners of a tasty treat they may feed their pets. 

today, the administration announced some jerky treats are being linked to the deaths of more than a 

thousand dogs. 

now, a national chain of pet stores says it will pull the treats from its shelves. 

 

5/21/14  8am 

When severe weather hits, be prepared with the k-w-c-h and storm team 12 weather apps. 

Get weather alerts sent to your phone and watch live streaming video. 

Both are free and available for apple and android devices. 

 

5/22/14  8am 

Good morning kara... 

When fire crews arrived here on south osie they didn't know if anyone was inside... But they could see 

flames coming out one of the back windows... 

Crews quickly put the fire out and discovered everyone had already made it out safely... 

Crews arrived just after one this morning... And got to work... 

They were able to put the flames out quickly and start investigating the scene... 

This is a duplex and fire fighters say only one of the units was damaged in this fire... 

Fire crews say they know which room the fire started in but they're still looking for a cause... 

 

5/23/14  7am 



 

 

They're cleaning out the gutters and power washing pools... 

the city's pools should be ready for you on monday. 

that's when they're set to open.the city is working to make improvements to the pools. 

last year it came up with an aquatic master plan based on public feedback. 

it breaks down which pools should be improved and which ones may have to close to better serve the city. 

      

5/25/14  8am 

Two young children left alone at an east Wichita apartment...are taken into protective custody. 

Wichita police say it happened in the 91-hundred block of east Harry Friday afternoon. 

Officers found a 1-year-old boy and a 3-year-old girl by themselves on the balcony. 

Police say the mother left the children to go to the grocery store. 

It's not clear if the mother faces any charges. 

 

5/26/14  7am 

Crews will continue searching for a man believed to have drowned in milford lake. 

The 65-year-old was in the west rolling hills area sunday morning. The geary county sheriff tells the salina 

post... The man fell in the water while going after a fishing pole. He never came back up. Crews are using 

sonar and drag lines to find him. 

 

5/27/24  7am 

Search crews will be back out today after at least two deaths on kansas lakes over the weekend. 

searchers at milford lake are looking for the body of a man... They believe drowned while fishing sunday. 

investigators say the 65-year-old fell off a pontoon boat while going after a fishing pole... 

another man drowned at hillside lake in northeast kansas... 

mark selbee (sell-bee) was boating with his children saturday when he died. 

friend jarrod townsend also help train selbee for kickboxing... 

 

5/29/14  9pm 

The body of a salina man who drown in milford lake has now been found. 

our news partners at the salina journal says crews discovered the body of steve edwards last night. 

the 65-year-old man was from salina. 

the geary county sheriff's office says edwards fell into the water sunday... While reaching for a fishing pole. 

he never resurface. 

family members tell the journal they believe an underlying heart condition might have contributed to his 

death. 

 

5/30/14  7am 

An important consumer watch alert to tell you about this morning... 

if you have a nap nanny infant recliner, the consumer product safety commission is urging you to stop 

using it immediately. 

it says the nap nanny has played a part in another baby's death, .... The sixth child to die using the product. 

the baby was trapped between the product and a crib bumper. 

the product was first recalled in 2010. 

it's no longer sold in stores. 

 

5/31/14  9pm 

Nearly two dozen hay bales went up in flames this morning... 

This was near hutchinson. 

Troopers say the wheel baring locked up on the truck... Sparking the fire in the truck bed. 

Authorities had to shut down the southbound lanes of k-61 near 85th street around 11:30 this morning. 

Damage is estimated at 4-thousand-dollars. 

 

6/1/14  7am 

An accident sends one vehicle into the water with the driver trapped inside. 

it happened in the 9300 block of north k-61 just after 6 saturday evening. 

hutchinson fire officials say witnesses helped the driver escape unharmed. 



 

 

no one was hurt in the incident. 

 

6/4/14  7am 

This morning we're waiting to learn more about a crash that killed a pedestrian in newton. 

She was struck by a car along 12th street in harvey county near meridian tuesday. 

the person driving the vehicle did stop. 

Right now authorities are not saying what led up to the crash. 

      

6/6/14  7am 

New this morning,  a motorcyclist is in critical condition right now after crashing into a home in south-east 

wichita.  Dispatchers tell us it happened just before 3 this morning in the 1200 block of south todd near 

webb road and i-35. The woman driving the motorcycle was taken to the hospital.  The cause of the crash is 

still under investigation. 

      

6/9/14  7am 

New this morning, some of you might not be able to take your morning showers because of a water main 

break. It may also affect your commute. The break happened sunday night near Douglas and Rutan.That's a 

block east of Hillside.  Dispatchers tell us east and westbound traffic is closed on Douglas. 

 

6/12/14  9pm 

A factfinder 12 warning... Don't fall for it.  You can't always trust your caller i-d.  The sedgiwick county 

sheriff's office... Is warning about a new twist on an old scam  and it could be costing people hundreds of 

dollars. Factfinder 12 investigator brian heap explains... Scammer are now using what look like *legitimate 

phone numbers. For months we've been telling you about a jury duty scam across kansas.  But now there's a 

new twist that makes the story seem even more believable.  The scam works like this.  Someone calls you 

and claims to be from the sedgwick county jail.  The caller says you missed jury duty and there's a warrant 

for your arrest.  Fork over several hundred dollars right now -- or deputies are on the way to house to get 

you. Lt. David mattingly says in less than 24 hours the sheriff's office received at least a half dozen 

complaints.  Not only are they using the real number, the callers use the names of actual sheriff's deputies 

to appear even more legit. Mattingly says there are spoofing apps on the market that allow someone to 

change their caller i-d to any number they want.  It's another example of how they evolve to stay a step 

ahead of law enforcement. That was sharon werner of the d-a's consumer fraud division.  She says these 

cases are extremely hard to prosecute because the scammers are often in another country and almost 

impossible to track down.  Nonetheless she encourages everyone who gets a call like this to report it 

because the information is tracked by the feds.  The sheriff's office recommends you always hang up and 

call their office directly if something sounds fishy.  And remember, anytime the person calling asks you to 

buy a "green dot money pak" card -- it's a huge red flag.  If you have something for the investigators to 

check out... Call 831-6166... Or contact us by e-mail, or facebook. 

 

6/13/14  7am 

It's a disease having a huge impact on the u-s pork industry.  And hog farmers in kansas are working to 

prevent the spread of it. The disease is known as the "p-e-d virus."  thousands of pigs nationwide have been 

infected.  Earlier this month.... The u-s department of agriculture announced millions of dollars in funding 

to fight the disease.  The organization also issued a federal order requiring the report of any new detections 

of the virus... To state animal health officials.  About 200 cases have been reported in Kansas. 

 

6/14/14  9pm 

More kansans are buckling up.The *Kansas department of transportation* says 81% of people across the 

state wear their seat belt.The percentage is even greater in sedgwick county... With 91% of adults in 2013.  

But still... More than a thousand people were cited in sedgwick county last month... For not buckling up. 

 

6/17/14  7am 

Back Here in Kansas, high water is still a concern in parts of reno county. More roads have been closed 

because of flooding. You can see a list of those roads at kwch dot com. 

 

6/18/14  9pm 



 

 

Firefighters pull a woman...who's not breathing... From a burning home in hutchinson.  The woman was 

air-lifted to a hospital.  A firefighter was also hurt. The home is destroyed.  Jim grawe is live at the scene 

with the latest.   A home full of life quickly goes up in flames here on east sherman sherman street.  You 

can see the fire is out...but not before taking a big toll. That harsh reality hits home in this east hutchinson 

neighborhood. A mid-afternoon fire consumed this home.  Several people got out...but when fire fighters 

arrived there was still one person inside. A daring rescue got her out. The adult woman was critically 

injured.  Neighbors watched it all unfold. A firefighter suffered a back injury here today... Another was 

treated for heat exhaustion.  But there are many thoughts and prayers are for that woman who was pulled 

out of the fire... And for her family.  The cause of the fire is still under investigation. 

 

6/20/14  8am 

Investigators in the town of Ford, Kansas are trying to determine what caused a home there to explode. It's 

an update to a story we brought you as breaking news yesterday.  52-year old annette meats was home at 

the time of the blast. She was transported to a wichita hospital with third degree burns.  Fire officials 

suspect a gas leak. 

 

6/22/14  9pm 

A south derby home is considered a total loss after catching fire this afternoon.  The fire sparked just before 

5:30 in the 500 block of south Bucker.  One person was treated for smoke inhalation.  No word on what 

caused the fire. 

 

6/24/14  4pm 

Firefighters in wichita now have new tools to help battle fires. The wichita fire department announced 

today nine new fire engines and a ladder truck have been put in to service. The new trucks have better 

driving visibility, lower hose beds, improved pumping operations and a jaws of life unit for each one.  The 

fire marshal also announced 17 new firefighters are in training.  The new recruits will graduate in the fall. 

 

6/25/14  7am 

A downtown bridge is damaged when a furniture store truck plows into it. It happened near intrust bank 

arena tuesday night. The truck which was about12 and a half feet tall had it's topped ripped off when it tired 

to drive under the 12 foot bridge.  The bottom of the bridge also took on a little bit of damage. No one was 

hurt.  The same thing happened just last month at the waterman street bridge. 

 

6/26/14  8am 

A factfinder 12 don't fall for it, westar energy is warning about an imposter in the wichita area. The 

company wants to alert you that people claiming to work for the electric company are trying to gain access 

to your home.  Several customers have reported this to the company. Westar says it rarely has to enter a 

customer's home for maintenance.  All employees also carry company identification that is readily available 

when asked. 

 

6/27/14  4pm 

Continuing coverage as  police say there's Still no sign of bank robber.  Police say a man robbed the fidelity 

bank near harry and south clifton around ten thursday morning.  He was seen on video surveillance leaving  

the bank and tracked through a nearby neighborhood through a gps tracker in the bank bag.  It eventually 

led police to a home in the 1700 block of South Roosevelt.  Police thought the robber was hiding inside a 

the home there-but  where not able to locate him.  If you see any suspicious activity or know anything 

about the bank robber, you are asked to call wichita police. 

 



 

 

  

POLITICS 

4/1/14  4pm 

The state Senate has approved a bill to strip cities and counties of their power to regulate firearms and void 

existing local gun ordinances. The bill would ensure the open carrying of firearms is legal across the state. 

Supporters argue that a patchwork of local regulations confuses gun owners and infringes upon gun-

ownership rights guaranteed by the state and federal constitutions. 

Critics of the bill contend that cities and counties know best whether gun restrictions are appropriate for 

their communities. The Senate plans to take final action on the bill Wednesday to determine whether it goes 

to the House. 

 

4/2/14  9pm 

The Kansas Senate has approved legislation... That would strip cities and counties of their power to 

regulate firearms. The bill would ensure the open carrying of firearms is legal across the state, but local 

officials could still prevent it inside public buildings. Supporters say a patchwork of local regulations 

infringes on gun-ownership rights guaranteed by the state and U-S constitutions. Opponents contend cities 

and counties know best whether gun restrictions are appropriate for their communities. 

Today's vote sends the measure to the House. 

 

4/4/14  4pm 

New details this morning in the debate over school funding. Today is the day... Kansas lawmakers must 

reach a funding deal today or go into a special session. And they each have an idea of what they'd like 

today. Emily griffin joins us live this morning with more on a new proposal just coming down from the 

senate. 

 

4/5/14  9pm 

In the days since he left the oval office, george w. Bush has developed a love for painting. Now the former 

president's works of art are on display john berman gives us a sneak peak 

 

4/7/14  7am 

Sunday's vote came as lawmakers prepare to leave topeka for 3 weeks. House and senate members are on 

their spring break. They are not scheduled to be back in session until april 30-th. That's when they will meet 

to wrap up any business for the year and consider any vetoes issued by governor sam brownback. 

 

4/8/14  8am 

Should the city of wichita re-use waste water? Or... Buy water from el dorado lake? Those are some of the 

options up for discussion today. The city council meets this morning to look at options for new water 

sources. It could cost 150 to 500-million dollars. The city council won't take any action today... It's just 

looking at options. 

 

4/11/14  7am 

A new health and human services director will be announced today the president is expected to announce 

sylvia burwell to the top health spot. the wall street journal reports burwell has spent months as a budget 

director working on relations between the white house and republicans on tax and spending. 

burwell is set to replace kathleen sebelius. she's stepping down after 5 years on the job. 

the former kansas governor took on heavy criticism when the affordable care act was launched. 

a president's senior official says sebelius planned to step down after enrollment period was over. 

 

4/16/14  7am 

There are new speculations about the political career of kathleen sebelius. 

The former kansas governor announced last week... She was stepping-down as the "health and human 

services secretary." sebelius served as secretary for five years under the obama administration. 

Now... The "new york times" is reporting... Sebelius may make a run for senate. 

That would put her against three-term senator pat roberts.\ roberts was one of many lawmakers asking for 

her resignation last year... Following the botched roll-out of the federal health care website. 

 



 

 

4/17/14  9pm 

Less than a week after kathleen sebelius resigned as secretary of health and human services some say she 

may be heading back to kansas... according to a new york times article published this week, sebelius may 

have her sights set on the senate seat currently held by republican pat roberts... hannah davis picks up the 

story - 

 

4/18/14  9pm 

a kansas high school senior has launched a petition drive urging school officials to rethink their decision to 

have first lady michelle obama speak at graduation next month in topeka. 

the student started the drive after concerns were raised that obama's visit would alter graduation plans, 

including limiting seating for family and friends. 

the school district announced thursday the first lady would speak at a ceremony may 17th. 

that's the 60th anniversary of the u-s supreme court's brown versus. board of education decision that made 

school segregation unconstitutional. 

 

4/22/14  8am 

Kansas icon Bob Dole continues his three-day homecoming tour.  He plans to visit all 105 kansas counties 

this year.  he was in overland park at the local GOP headquarters monday.  About 75 people attended, 

including Kansas Gov. Sam Brownback and U.S. Rep. Kevin Yoder.  Dole represented Kansas in Congress 

from 1961 to 1996. 

 

4/26/14  9pm 

You can stay ahead of the weather. With the storm team 12 app.. And get bump alerts when weather turns 

sever.   It is free for apple and android phones and tablets   

 

5/2/14  7am 

Kansas lawmakers back off a plan to fine federal workers who attempt to regulate lesser prairie chickens. 

It was how the state planned to protest the feds recent decision to list the bird as a threatened species.  

They've now decided on a less confrontational protest against the u.s. government, .. Writing a bill that says 

the feds don't have the authority over prairie chickens or their habitats in kansas.  Republican senators 

initially wanted to make it a felony for federal employees to attempt to regulate the bird. 

 

5/9/14  8am 

A state objections board will meet next week to discuss whether to let senator pat roberts run for another 

term. he re-filed last week but his opponent...doctor milton wolf...has filed an objection...trying to get him 

kicked off the ballot. wolf sent a letter to secretary of state kris kobach asking that roberts' candidate filing 

be rejected claiming that he's not legally a resident of kansas. eyewitness news spoke with kobach about the 

issue. roberts was elected to the house in 19-80 and the senate in 19-96. 

he owns a duplex in dodge city that is rented out and his voting residence is a room he rents at the home of 

a friend. wolf is backed by the tea party and claims that roberts can no longer claim residency in dodge city. 

 

5/11/14  7am 

A bill... Saying the federal government can't regulate kansas prairie chickens... Is now law. 

The bill was signed by governor brownback friday... And takes effect next week. 

It allows the attorney general... Or a county prosecutor... To file lawsuits in order to block federal 

conservation efforts. State officials say those efforts would prove costly for farmers, ranchers and oil 

companies. 

 

5/12/14  4pm 

A kansas board rejects claims - u-s senator pat roberts should be barred from seeking re-election this year.... 

Because he's not really a resident of the state. 

Roberts says he lives and pays taxes in kansas... And is registered to vote at a dodge city address of a 

couple who rent him a room... 

But his republican challenger milton wolf says roberts really lives in virginia, where the senator owns a 

home. 

Roberts and his wife also own a duplex unit in dodge city but rent it out... 



 

 

The objections board is usually made up of secretary of state kris kobach, lietenant governor jeff colyer and 

attorney general derek schmidt. 

All three have endorsed roberts... 

Today, they had replacements at the meetings... 

 

5/13/14  8am 

Senator pat roberts will be on your ballot in the upcoming election. 

an opponent of roberts argued -roberts shouldn't be on the ballot because he doesn't live in dodge city as he 

claims.. 

they argued the bedroom and bathroom he rents doesn't count as residency.. 

the state rejected the claim allowing the three term republican to seek re-election this year. 

 

5/15/14  9pm 

It's official.  Governor sam brownback is seeking a second term as governor.  Brownback filed for re-

election today. This would be his last term as governor, for at least 4 years.  Kansas law allows a governor 

to serve only 2 consecutive terms.  Brownback will face a primary challenge from wichita landscaping 

business owner Jennifer Winn. 

 

5/17/14  8am 

Senator pat roberts is coming under fire for his kansas residency... Or lack there of. 

according to u-s-a today the senator spent less than 100 days in kansas in over two years. 

the publication cited senate spending records which claim that from july 20-11 through august 20-13, the 

senator spent a total of 97 days in the sunflower state. 

these recent allegations come after political opponents claimed roberts actually lives in virginia and only 

rents a room here in kansas. 

however, the *state objections board* has ruled roberts is a legal resident of kansas. 

 

5/18/14  7am 

Senator pat roberts is coming under fire for his kansas residency... Or lack there of. 

according to u-s-a today the senator spent less than 100 days in kansas in over two years. 

the publication cited senate spending records which claim that from july 20-11 through august 20-13, the 

senator spent a total of 97 days in the sunflower state. these recent allegations come after political 

opponents claimed roberts actually lives in virginia and only rents a room here in kansas. 

however, the *state objections board* has ruled roberts is a legal resident of kansas. 

 

5/20/14  9pm 

A new state law is changing how law enforcement deals with your seized weapons. 

currently, it is left to cities and counties to determine what they do with the guns. 

Some destroy the weapons... 

Others sell them back to dealers. 

Reno county sheriff randy henderson says the county has been trading seized weapons for years. 

He says, the trade-in program allows his department to upgrade its equipment. 

the new law goes into effect july first. 

However, not all weapons are allowed to be resold under the law. 

Those weapons are destroyed. 

 

5/22/14  9pm 

Kansas city is still in the running to host the 2016 republican national convention. 

Other cities in the mix include dallas, denver and cleveland. 

Republican officials announced today, las vegas was pulling its application for consideration due to 

problems with facilities.Republican delegates will choose the party's nominee for president during the 

convention.It is expected to be held in june 2016, making it the earliest scheduled major-party convention 

since 1948. 

 

5/27/24  7am 

former longtime kansas congressman bill roy senior passes away. 



 

 

roy was elected to congress and served from 19-71 to 19-75. 

the retired doctor was prominent in passing legislation that helped increase the number of nurses and 

primary care physicians in the country. governor sam brownback released a statement saying quote "He 

was always generous with his time and knowledge and cared deeply for this state." 

Bill roy senior was 88. 

 

5/29/14  8am 

We're awaiting this morning... A big announcement from former congressman todd tiahrt. 

he's expected to announce this afternoon whether or not he'll make a run at his old job. 

tiahrt held the seat for 16 years...before giving it up to run at the u-s senate. 

mike pompeo represents the 4th congressional district now -- which includes wichita. 

if tiahrt decides to run again...he'll challenge pompeo in the republican primary in august. 

      

5/30/14  7am 

It's official...todd tiahrt has announced he will run for congress... 

he held the congressional seat for 16 years before giving it up for a failed senate bid. 

that sets up an august primary challenge against the man who replaced him 4 years ago... Congressman 

mike pompeo...despite endorsing pompeo in past elections...tiahrt says he's frustrated with his actions in 

washington.political experts tell eyewitness news... Tiahrt has a big challenge ahead... And he says he 

knows it.it takes money to campaign.the latest campaign finance reports show... Tiahrt has less than one 

thousand dollars on hand.mike pompeo has more than two million--and the primary is about two months 

away. 

 

5/31/14  9pm 

The only american soldier held prisoner in afghanistan. 

today he was  freed  in exchange for the release of five afghans detainees from the u-s prison at 

guantanamo bay it took nearly five years to recover sgt. Bowe (burg-doll) bergdahl. 

wendy gillette tell us how the president and his family is welcoming him home 

 

6/2/14  9pm 

Today was the deadline for kansans interested in running for office to join the race. 

but at least in one race... No one wants the job. pilar pedraza headed to marion county to find out why.. And 

what happens when there's no candidate. 

 

6/5/14  9pm 

And there's a good reason for all the competition over the convention. Factfinder 12 looked into the impact 

the event has on the host city. Here's a look at reports from the last three conventions. In 20-12.... The event 

was held in tampa, florida.the university of tampa says... The total economic impact for the city was 

roughly 404 million dollars. In 2008... Host-cities minneapolis-saint paul... Reported an impact of more 

than 168-million dollars. And in 2004... When the g-o-p gathered in new york city, then-mayor michael 

bloomberg announced it brought a gain of roughly 341-million dollars in economic activity. 

 

 

6/7/14  9pm 

More than 14 hundred athletes were at cessna stadium for the special olympics this weekend.  Many 

competitors came from across the state.  Some of which believe... Their cars are being targeted by thieves. 

Hannah davis spoke to one family who says their special olympics pride is what attracted the theives.  I 

spoke to two families in town for the special olympics.  They believe theives are targeting their cars and 

stealing the contents from inside.  You can see the well wishes for brayden huginin written all over his 

family's car. His mom says thieves shattered the passenger window friday night and stole luggage and a 

purse from outside their hotel. They took 250 dollars the family had raised to pay for their son brayden's 

trip from burlington to wichita for the games.  Brayden's family is upset... But they say this weekend is 

about more than money.  Police remind travelers to always take their luggage and purses out of the car... 

And keep them locked inside the hotel. Brayden's family says they won't let the theft ruin their weekend.  

Brayden got to light the torch during the opening ceremonies last night. 

 



 

 

6/8/14  9pm 

Now to an update on the ammonia leak at farmland foods in wichita.  Part of the business will be closed 

tomorrow. As crews continue to work to make sure all of the ammonia is gone... And the workplace is safe.   

The leak started around 2 saturday afternoon.  Farmland food officials say crews were back on scene today 

and will likely be back tomorrow morning.  One employee was hospitalized yesterday because of inhaling 

the gas.  That person has since been released. 

 

6/12/14  4pm 

Covering the world, insurgents promise to take over more iraqi cities, including the capital, baghdad.  

While iraq's foreign minister says nobody has called for u-s troops, there's still room for the u-s to help. 

Martha shade has reaction from leaders in washington. After taking over iraq's second-largest city, mosul, 

the militant group known as isis has its sights set on baghdad. That's according to an audio recording, 

posted on the group's website ... Cnn cannot independently confirm the identity of the speaker in the 

message. Meanwhile, iraq's defense ministry is claiming a victory... Releasing this video of overnight 

airstrikes, targeting a military base near mosul... Where the militants are believed to be based. The white 

house says it's looking at a "range of options" to stop the terrorist advance in iraq. Iraq's foreign minister 

says those options include training and supplies... But  not u-s troops. President obama says that may not be 

enough. But a senior administration official says there will be no u.s. "boots on the ground." these advances 

come more than two years after the u-s withdrawal from iraq. House speaker republican john boehner was 

quick to criticize the president -- saying he's not doing enough to support the iraqis. I'm martha shade 

reporting. The turmoil in iraq is also affecting oil prices. They jumped more than one-percent this morning. 

 

6/14/14  9pm 

Covering the world,  pesident Barack Obama is considering possible military options for iraq.. Meeting 

with the pentagon and miltary generals in the past 24 hours. Mary mueller tell us how  leaders. In 

washington are reacting to the crisis. Iraq's prime minister is trying to encourage Iraq's military...now 

fighting the islamic state of iraq and syria - or isis ... A sunni terrorist organization causing bloodshed 

across the predominately shiite country. They believed this was the beginning of the end, but we say this is 

beginning of their end, their defeat. A chilling sight earlier this week as people in mosul cheered as isis 

captured the second largest city in Iraq. Isis is considered very violent and has secured an arsenal of 

weapons. They now have their sights set on the capital of baghdad. What they are trying to do is have a 

continuity between iraq and syria. In order to do what? In order to establish a caliphate, a centralized state 

governed by islamic law. Isis' rapid advance alarms the united states. Defense secretary chuck hagel 

ordered an aircraft carrier to the region... In case u.s. Military is needed to protect americans or u.s. 

Interests. People should remember it was a sunni group that hated us, hated the west, that attacked us on 

9/11, that still hates us and carries these black flags of hatred and that, I think, poses a real threat to the 

united states. But president Obama said Friday u.s. Troops won't be sent into combat in iraq and that other 

options like airstrikes are being explored. We're putting forward air controllers and people who can speak 

arabic and get a real-time assessment. Otherwise you can't target the air power. So far isis has seized 

control of several cities in syria and iraq and their reign of terror shows no signs of stopping. 

I'm mary mueller, reporting.  

 

6/25/14  7am 

  Kansas city is waiting to hear if it's still in the running to host the republican national convention.  The 

kansas city star says convention officials should announce their next step in their decision making process 

today.  The star says it's not clear if the number of cities in the running will be reduced or another step will 

be announced. We'll watch out for it and let you know at kwch dot com. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WEEKEND CREW 
  

4/5/14  10:30pm 

Since nineteen eighty-three, children's miracle network hospitals has been raising money to provide 

necessary care, research, and life-saving equipment to save and improve the lives of as many children as 

possible.  Via Christi is in that network of hospitals and tonight we have Jill Bosley in studio to give us 

more details and tell us how we can help. As always for more information on children's miracle network, 

you can visit our show's website at the weekend crew dot com. If you're in high school, and looking for an 

impressive extracurricular activity to add to your resume, we may have just what you're looking for. 

Recently we got a chance to talk with Mayor Carl Brewer, and some very bright young students, about a 

program called. The mayor's youth council.check it out.  

 

4/5/14  10:30pm 

Casa of Sedgwick County is a local branch of a national organization advocating for children who may 

otherwise not have an advocate.  Their yearly fundraiser - Casa-ino Royale - is coming up and tonight we 

have executive director Ashley Thorne in studio with all the details. For more information on Casa-ino 

Royale...just head right on over to the weekend crew dot com. And now let's check in with Casey to find 

out what's going on this week. 

 

4/12/14  10:30pm 

I'm here today with Connie Erbert the director of 'Autism Resources' here at Heartspring. Thank you for 

talking with us today Connie! Sure, well here at Heartspring you have kind of a program called C.A.R.E. an 

you kind of tell us what C.A.R.E stands for and what the program is all about?  So C.A.R.E's main 

objective pretty much is to help those kids not only that are falling through cracks, but all the kids that need 

sort of, sort of, guidance and help with this disability. There is an event coming up that people can help sort 

of raise funds for the C.A.R.E program, can you tell us about it? I'm here today with Charlie King who is a 

fifth grader at Colligate, and he's also a participant in the C.A.R.E program. Charlie, thank you for talking 

with us today.  So can you tell me, first question, why is it really important for individuals to be educated 

about autism?  Okay. And, um, can you talk about how autism has impacted you and its impacted your 

family?  What would you like people who maybe have never met a person with autism or they don't have 

someone in their family with autism? What would you like them to know about autism?  With the autism 

C.A.R.E walk, our community has the opportunity to learn more about autism and also come out and uh, 

and to raise money for awareness. Have you been to the C.A.R.E walk before?  Well that's all from Charlie 

King, Charlie thank you so much for talking with us! And of course for more information on the autism 

C.A.R.E walk you can always visit our website at theweekendcrew.com 

 

4/19/14  10:30pm 

Children first is a non-profit here in Wichita guided by the purpose of educating children from low-income 

families and offering a pathway out of poverty. Tonight we have executive director amber beck, well as 

Isabella, a participant in one of their current programs for young girls called a-stem. What is the mission of 

children first? What does a-stem stands for? Why is it important for young women to learn about those 

fields? How can people in our communities get involved? You can also find info on children first at the 

weekend crew dot com. Do you know someone who has suffered from lung cancer, asthma, or other lung 

related illnesses?  Well then you'll want to be part of the fight for air climb coming up on May tenth.  

Check out my visit with abbey Brungardt of the American *lung* association. 

 

4/19/14  10:30pm 



 

 

 I'm here today at Cessna stadium talking with Abby Brungard about the Fight for Air Climb, and thanks 

for talking with us today Abby.  Oh for sure! Now what is the Fight for Air Climb all about?  Okay. Now 

you did say that it was a fundraiser, so what does that money that this event is going to raise, what is it 

going to kind of go to?  And when and where is it again? And then also how can people get registered for 

it?  Now, I see that Shannon and Jody are up there. They're already sort of doing what they're going to be 

doing up there. Is it okay if I go and kind of chat with them a little bit too?  I don't know how well this is 

going to go. I'm going to give it a shot. Maybe I'll catch Jody while she's down at the bottom! Hey Jody, 

whoa, whoa, sorry I caught you. I actually didn't want to have to go all the way up there. Actually Shannon 

is all the way up there too, so we're probably going to have to catch her as well. But, uh, you're the 

leadership chair, can you kind of tell us a little about what that means? You have done this race before. You 

haven't done the firefighter one, but you've done sort of the normal one.  Tell us what that's like. Is it pretty 

intense? Is it okay if I go talk to Shannon too?  Oh man, she is up there too, isn't she? Aright, uh, thanks for 

talking Jody, I'll just start up. You were way up here! Oh my gosh this is crazy! So this is what people are 

going to have to do when they come out and run this right? Oh my goodness.  Oh man, it keeps going!  The 

firefighter's challenge, you're going up, you're wearing these things, you don't even have to be a firefighter 

though, right? 

 

4/26/14  10:30pm 

National statistics show only ten percent of abused children speak up about their abuse.  Here in Sedgwick 

County in 2013, more than eighteen hundred children were helped by an organization called the child 

advocacy center.  Tonight we have Diana Schunn in studio to share more about the organizations mission 

and how we can help.  And for a link to the child advocacy center's website you can also go to the weekend 

crew dot com. You may think you know about goodwill and all the aid they offer communities, but Shane 

and i realized we still had a lot to learn on our most recent trip to their new headquarters. Check out our 

visit with Gayle Goetz. 

 

5/3/14  10:30pm 

Well, Shane and I are in the middle here with Dixie and Andy and Dolly here is on our right, a beautiful 

horse.  Thank you both for chatting with us.  I understand that Dolly and these other two horses with us 

have a very special story.  Dixie, can you tell us about these horses? Andy, you're the owner and you really 

started this horse sanctuary, can you speak to the importance of, the story of these horses is pretty obvious, 

but why is it important for this to continue? Now, there are a lot of horse lovers out there, obviously people 

that would love to come and pet these animals and take care of them, how do they do that?  What's the best 

way for them to get involved? So, Andy, what are, if someone is watching, what are the primary ways that 

they can help right now?  What are the things that you need the most here at the rescue? Thanks you so 

much for what you do in our community. And one more time, how can people get more information or 

volunteer at Hope in the Valley? Of course, you can always find a link on our website at 

theweekendcrew.com 

 

5/3/14  10:30pm 

Today, Katie and I are here at the Habitat for Humanity Re-Store.  A store that benefits your local Habitat 

for Humanity. That's right, the re-store takes in and houses and then resells anything and everything you 

can think of for a home.  Building materials, lighting fixtures, carpet, tile, anything and everything. That's 

right, I kind of think of it as the ultimate recycling.  A lot of this stuff would probably end up in a landfill or 

things like that, but instead, it's being put to good use. That's right, so if you have a spring project, you're 

doing some spring cleaning going through your garage and finding lots of supplies you haven't used yet or 

haven't used in awhile, bring it here instead of trying to throw it out. That's right, and you get them a pretty 

good discounts too, including those tiles over there.  Can you imagine buying that many tiles for that cheap 

of price? In addition to some tile that Shane and I were just looking at, Re-Store is looking for doors and 

windows, knobs, painting supplies, lumber. That's right, rugs, plywood, landscaping and building materials.  

One thing they don't need is upholstered couches. But, if you're a retailer or a larger manufacturer and 

you've got end of the line items, or scratched or dented inventory, you can bring it here instead.  Looking at 

some of this tile, lots of the projects that people want to look for are needed in bulk. The Re-Store funds go 

to benefit Habitat for Humanity.  The basic mission for Habitat for Humanity is to help people who may 

not be able to afford it, build homes of their own. Since 1986, over 200 families have benefitted here in the 

Wichita are.  But in addition to anew home, Habitat for Humanity steps in to give these families financial 



 

 

education classes and workshops to maintain their new beautiful home. That's right, because a big part of 

Habitat for Humanity is a hand-up, not a hand-out. So if you are interested in benefitting Habitat for 

Humanity with building supplies or your time or money, you can always visit their website at 

wichitahabitat.org or our website at theweekendcrew.com 

 

5/3/14  10:30pm 

Letter carriers nationwide are getting ready for the twenty-second annual letter carriers' food drive, coming 

up May tenth. Tonight we have Cathy Lamb in studio to share about the mission behind the drive and how 

we as a community can help. You can also find info on the letter carriers food drive at the weekend crew 

dot com. Now let's check in with Casey to find out this week's top things to do.  

 



 

 

BRETT & SIERRA SHOW 
  

4/2/2014  4:30pm 

Welcome back to the all local Brett and Sierra show! It's spring time and that means Easter is around the 

corner!  Rodney Bartlett is here to tell us all about the Easter sun run! 

 

4/3/2014  4:30pm 

Welcome back to the all local Brett and sSierra show!   Now that spring is here..... We're going to see a lot 

more people outside jogging... And running down the streets... And now we have a place where you can do 

that and get fed at the same time!  Rachel Steiner is here from friend's university to tell us all about their 

president's run! 

 

4/8/2014  4:30pm 

Welcome back to the all local Brett and Sierra show! One of the year's most anticipated local races is on its 

way! We've got Meg Sytnick here to tell us all about the prairie fire spring marathon...  And we have a 

special deal for those who still need to register! Prairie fire 5th anniversary, back 2 back challenge, 

community engagement & volunteerism. My heart. My life. Fun run & walk (awareness for the American 

Heart Association & American Stoke Association. How to "discover the hottest race in the great plains. 

 

4/9/2014  4:30pm 

April is national autism awareness month and you may not know this, but one in 68 children are diagnosed 

with autism.  There are organizations like Heartspring whose goal it is to raise awareness. Tessa Konen 

from Heartspring is here to tell us all about the autism care walk! 

 

4/9/2014  4:30pm 

April is child abuse prevention month it's time for communities to come together and raise awareness! Pam 

noble is here to tell us how we can help! Go to kcsl dot com for more information! 

 

4/11/2014 4:30pm 

We all know life doesn't always turn out as we expect.  Everyone goes through a crisis at some point in 

their lives. But there's always hope! Charity Schaulis is here from Hopenet to tell us all about the race for 

hope and how it benefits the community! 

 

4/14/2014 4:30pm 

Firefighters do more than just battle fires to save lives, they raise awareness! They're taking part in a big 

fundraising event to raise money for "child cancer research"!  We've all heard of the wizard of oz... But 

how about the Fools of Oz?! Saint bald-rick's is coming up and Rick Patterson is here to tell us all about it. 

 

4/16/2014 4:30pm 

Lung cancer is the leading cancer killer....  And for those with lung disease, just breathing can be a big 

challenge.  Abby Brungardt from the American lung association is here to tell us all about the fight for air 

climb. 

 

4/18/2014 4:30pm 

You may not know this, but April is sexual assault awareness month.  There's a special event to raise 

awareness and Mary Stolz-newton is here to tell us all about the "take back the night" event! 

 

4/21/2014 4:30pm 

Homelessness is a huge problem in Wichita with several hundred homeless adults and several thousand 

homeless children. There "is" something you can do to help them!  The center of hope gives hope to the 

homeless and George Dinkel and Sally Simon are here to tell us about their upcoming benefit dinner! 

 

4/23/2014 4:30pm 



 

 

If you're looking for a place to wear your best western clothes... We have a place you'll have a boot scootin' 

good time!  There's a big fundraiser coming up that you'll want to be a part of!  John Baker and Kim Haag 

are here to tell us all about the cattle baron's ball!           

 

4/24/2014 4:30pm 

Welcome back to the all local Brett and Sierra show. If you're a "major crimes" fan we have a real treat for 

you!  Mary Beal Berchem joins us today to talk about the Brian David Higby fund celebration.  And how 

you can meet a famous actor from the hit t-v show. 

 

4/28/2014 4:30pm 

There's a big event coming up that pits the east side of Wichita against the west side of the city.  But it's all 

in good fun to support a great cause!  Diana Thomi, the director of the victory in the valley run joins us 

with the west side captain, Michele Longabaugh! 

 

5/1/2014  4:30pm 

Spring tends to be the time most of us want to make a change. Well we have a way you can do that and 

help the earth at the same time!   Hannah Brocknan and Jill D. Miller are here to talk about the 

"earthquake" event by planet hair! 

 

5/5/2014  4:30pm 

Arthritis is one of the nation's leading causes of disability....  And we have a way you can help raise funds 

and awareness! Jack brand is here with the "walk to cure arthritis" to tell us how we can get involved. 

 

5/7/2014  4:30pm 

Are you looking for a fun event to take mom to this Saturday?! We've got one that's a blast for you... And 

helps kids with learning disabilities too!  It's the annual garden party and Shonna jones is here to tell us all 

about the event being put on by the fundamental learning center! 

 

5/12/2014 4:30pm 

Spring is definitely a season for color.... And today we have information on one of the most colorful events 

in the city.  And definitely looks like one of the most fun too!  It's almost time for the color me rad 5k and 

Lauren Wear-han with the Ronald McDonald house is here to give us all the details! 

 

5/14/2014 4:30pm 

Even if you never had the chance to go yourself.  If you live in southeast Kansas, you've heard about joy 

land amusement park!  The park closed almost a decade ago and there's a group that's been trying to restore 

it to its former glory ever since!  Kira Johnson is here with restore hope to tell us what's next! 

 

5/23/2014 4:30pm 

Many lives are lost every year to drunk driving. It's a problem many are trying to fight by raising awareness 

of the situation and helping those who are affected by drunk drivers. Andrie Krahl with the Kansas dui 

impact center is here to tell us about the hope in spring gala, but first, tell us a little bit about the KS dui 

impact center and the work you do there! 

 

6/2/2014  4:30pm 

Dealing with the loss of a loved one is difficult for anyone... But it can be ever harder if you're child. That's 

why Kidz-cope is here to help! They've got a great fundraiser coming up to help out those kids!  It's the 

polo on the plains and Sheila Tigert is here to tell us about the event! Sheila, first tell us a little about what 

Kidzcope does. 

 

 

6/11/2014 4:30pm 

Welcome back to the all local Brett and Sierra show! Whether you realize it or not, marketing has an effect 

on our everyday lives whether it's through television, billboards, or social media!  From cars to major 

corporations, to fast food and fitness, when it comes to marketing. The state of Kansas has some very 



 

 

talented marketers.  Today we have Lynn Deckinger in the studio to tell us about an upcoming event which 

honors some of the top marketers in our area! 

 

6/16/2014 4:30pm 

School is hard enough when you're a kid... But it's even more difficult when you don't even have the basic 

supplies like pencil's, paper, and books!  That's why les and pam Eck from rusty Eck ford started adopt-a-

school, a program to help raise money for students and teachers here in Wichita!  In today's new with the 

crew, Katie tells us more about adopt-a-school! The 12th annual adopt-a-school golf tournament is 

happening next Monday the twenty third at the reflection ridge golf course, where 100% of the proceeds 

will go to our local teachers and kids.  If you aren't much of a golfer, but still want to help out, they're 

looking for volunteers for the tournament! To register a golf team, go to "adopt a school Kansas dot com"! 

 

6/23/2014 4:30pm 

More than 40 thousand people are diagnosed with leukemia and over 700 thousand are diagnosed with 

lymphoma every year.  And there are organizations to help fight those diseases and hopefully to one day 

find a cure!  Every year, the leukemia and lymphoma society has a 10 week fundraising campaign to see 

how much money can be raised!  The man and woman who raise the most....  Are named the man and 

woman of the year!  We're joined today by this year’s winners, Gwen Ottenberg and Larry Provo! 

 

6/27/2014 4:30pm 

You may think Christmas is still six months away but it's closer than you think!  Today we're talking about 

celebrating Christmas in July!  Today we're here with James Lowe with concerts for the cause to tell us 

about a great event and one of the bands that will be playing! 

 

6/30/2014 4:30pm 

Welcome back to the show where we're talking about two of our favorite things... Food and giving back to 

the community!  Last week we had on Logan’s roadhouse on the show to show us some of their delicious 

food and to tell us a little about their new program designed to help nonprofits. In today's new with the 

crew, Katie and Shane head to Logan’s to hear more about the great program and of course to eat some 

food! Welcome back to the show. To find more information about raise the steaks, be sure to contact 

Logan’s roadhouse!  You can find the number for both locations on your screen! 



 

 

 

Community Calendar: 

Sunflower Broadcasting provides a beneficial service for our community by 

providing an online Community Calendar to our viewing public. The 

Community Calendar is available for local groups and individuals to 

promote their events free of charge. It can be accessed through three of our 

websites: kwch.com, fetchtoto.com and kansascw.com. We’ve designed our 

calendar to be used by the public and monitored by our staff. Each month we 

list hundreds of events that happen throughout our viewing area that services 

nearly the entire state of Kansas. Some of these events include, but are not 

limited to, non-profit events, fine arts events, civic club meetings, city hall 

meetings, family celebrations, church functions, movie screenings and local 

music performances.  

 



 

 

FCC Report 

Second Quarter 2014 

 

Tours 
KSCW offers tours to groups interested in learning how a television station operates.  

Tours are tailored to the individual needs of the group, which usually consists of school-

age children.  It focuses on the history of the broadcasting facility and explains the types 

of jobs offered in each department.  Tours are conducted by the Promotions Department 

and questions are welcome throughout. 

 

DATE   TIME  NUMBER TYPE______________ 

April 2014 

4/7   5:00 p.m. 10  Autism & Friends 

4/9   12:00 p.m.  12  Middle School Communication 

Class 

4/10   9:45 a.m.  16  WSU – Media Writing Class 

4/21   12:00 p.m. 20  High School Journalism Class 

4/28   6:30 p.m. 18  Cub Scouts 

 

May 2014 

5/21   12:00 p.m. 17  High School video production class 

5/28   11:30 a.m.  8  Andover eCademy – journalism class 

5/30   12:30 p.m. 12  Prairie View 

 

 



 

 

KSCW airs public service announcements that address community issues free of charge for 
various nonprofit organizations.   
 

 
PSA Title Length # of Runs 

900 Forest Service :60  

901 Forest Service :30  

902 Child Safety :60  

903 United Way :30  

904 Energy Efficiency :30  

905 Energy Efficiency :30  

906 Kids Oral Health :60  

907 Kids Oral Health :60  

908 Emer Preparedness :60  

909 Caregiver Asst :30  

910 Susan G Komen “Race for a Cure” :30 15 

911 College Access :60 28 

912 College Access :30 18 

913 KS Humane Soc Spay/ Neu :30 47 

914 Pet Adoption :30 30 

915 Pet Adoption :30 50 

916 Special Olympics :60 66 

917 Special Olympics :30 61 

918 AHA Real Women :30 57 

919 Dog Doogity/ Bag It UP :30 90 

920 NAB We are Broadcasters :60 36 

921 NAB We are Broadcasters :30 67 

922 Autism Awareness :60 39 

923 Autism Awareness :30 31 

924 Project Road Block :30 32 

925 Project Road Block :10 26 

926 Project Road Block :15 21 

927 Project Road Block :30 17 

928 Project Road Block :10 19 

929 Project Road Block :30 17 

931 Best Friends Animal Society “I Believe” :60 69 

932 Best Friends Animal Society “I Believe” :30 42 

933 NAB with KWCH :30 69 

934 The ARC “Adrian” :60  

940 ADA/Diabetes “A Toast” :60  

941 Children Advocacy “One with Courage” :30 42 

942 NIH/Childhood Obesity “We Can” :60 61 

943 Morris Animal Foundation :60 32 

944 Morris Animal Foundation :30 41 

945 Beverage Institute “Don’t Text & Drive” :30 46 

946 US Dept of Veterans “Crisis Line” :60 12 

947 US Dept of Veterans “Crisis Line” :30 38 



 

 

948 Adoption “Cookies” :30 59 

949 Nature Conservatory “Life” :60  

950 Making Home Affordable :60 35 

951 NAB “Ok2Talk” :60 14 

954 Fnd for a Better Life "Never Too Late" :30 24 

955 Friends of the Libraries :30  

960 March of Dimes “Premies” :60 69 

961 Education “Reading” :60 9 

962 Red Cross “1st Time Giving” :30 49 

963 Kansas American Legion :30 19 

964 Feeding America “Matt & Steve” :30  

974 Nat’l Runaway Switchboard “Ludacris” :60  

976 NONE PSA   

977 The ARC “Hages” :60 46 

980 Pet Adoption “Cell Phone” :30 30 

978 Pet Adoption “Super Buddies” :30  

981 Arbor Day “Tree City” :60  

982 Elder Care “Long Term” :30 27 

983 Elder Care “Reverse Mortgages”  :60 11 

985 Pet Adoption “Sand Castle” :30  

986 KSHSAA/NFHS "Lifelong Lessons" :30  

987 Big Brothers/Big Sisters “Start Something” :60  

988 US Forest Service “Redwood” :30 18 

989 Fatherhood Involvement “Princess Tea Party” :30 3 

991 Horn of Africa Relief “Anthem” :30  

992 Horn of Africa Relief “Uma” :30  

993 Wasting Water is Weird “Waterfall” :30 14 

994 Wasting Water is Weird “Dishwasher” :30 16 

995 Peace Corps “Conversations” :60 12 

996 Diabetes :30  

998 ArtAid :30  

997 Oral Health “Brushy Brush” :30 29 

999 ArtAid :15  

 
 
 



 

 

NON-BROADCASTING ENHANCEMENT 

 

Joan Barrett, President & General Manager 

Kansas State University Miller School Journalism Advisory Board  

Carole Kneeland Project – Trainer and Board of Directors 

Kansas Food Bank Board of Directors 

Goodwill Industries, Board of Directors, Vice Chair 

Wichita Collegiate Booster Club Volunteer 

Wichita Chamber of Commerce - Board of Directors 

Rose Hill High School Tech Advisory committee - member 

Kansas Plains Advisory Board for the BBB 

Wichita State University, Elliott School Advisory Board 

Downtown Wichita Rotary, Member 

Advance Kansas, Butler County Community College, Participant 2014 

 

Laverne E. Goering, Director of Programming & Operations 

Newton Rotary Club Member 

Newton Chamber of Commerce Member 

Harvey County Farm Bureau Member 

American Quarter Horse Association Member 

 

Mark Larson, Meteorologist 

Member AMS local chapter 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Praise Team member 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Confirmation Guide 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Senior High Youth Sunday School teacher 

Volunteer food server Falcon Fellowship, Christ Lutheran Church 

Volunteer carpool driver for the blind/visually impaired 

Wichita Heights High School Booster Club concessions stand volunteer server/worker  

 

Merril Teller, Chief Meteorologist 

Kansas Children’s Miracle Network, Advisory Committee 

AYSO Volunteer Referee 

Member AMS/NWA local chapter 

Member Us Too Prostate Cancer Awareness Group 
 

Jeff Gibson, Engineer 

C.E.R.T. 

R.A.C.E.S. Emergency Operations Management volunteer 

 

Melissa Lock, Human Resource Manager 

Bridgeport Missionary Baptist Church, Sunday School Teacher 

SHRM National Member 

Wichita SHRM Member 

World at Work Member 

Circle Youth Recreation Sports Volunteer 

 

Amy J. Wintz, Account Executive 

HCC communications strategic planning board member 

Morgan PTO 

Morgan Head room mother 

Big Brothers and Sisters Reno county volunteer 

HCC Leadership Program Mentor Board Member 

Delta Zeta Alumni Chapter President 



 

 

 
Jason Massingil, Photographer 
Young Life Youth Ministry 

 

Casey Lowmiller, Photographer 
American Red Cross Member 

 
Kerri Baker, Account Executive 

Boot Hill Museum - Board of Directors 

Boot Hill Museum Association Member 

Minneola United Methodist Church, Administrative Chair  

Minneola United Methodist Church volunteer 

Kansas Ford County Clark County Farm Bureau Member 

Ford County 4-H Foundation Member 

Wildcat 100 Executive Committee 

 

Joseph E. Miller, Controller 

Botanica, The Wichita Gardens, Trustee Emeriti & Development Committee Member 

Wichita Arts Council, Trustee and Chair, Marketing Committee 

Wichita Kennel Club, Member 

Orpheum Performing Arts Center, Member 

St. Elizabeth Ann Seton church, Usher 

Wichita Art Museum, Member 

City of Wichita Cultural Funding Committee, Vice Chairman 

 

James M. Luce, Research Director 

Mental Health Association Compeer Advisory Board 

Outreach and Missions Ministry Team Leader, River Valley Community Church 

Operation Noah Rescue, Team Leader 

 

Dominic Gauna, Production Manger 

USD 259’s Digital Production Advisory Committee 

Kansas Hispanic Education and Development Foundation, Board of Directors 

Wichita Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, Board Member 

American Red Cross, Board Member 

 

John Salem, Account Executive 

Ballet Wichita – Board of Directors (ex oficio) 

Higher Ground (Tiyospay, Inc.) – Board of Directors (ex oficio) 

SER – Board of Directors 

Tallgrass Film Festival – Programmer/Screener 

Fraternal Order of  Oddfellows – Lodge Member 

Miracles, Inc., Wichita – Volunteer/Santa Claus 

Wichita Jazz Festival – Member/Supporter 

Friends University Jazz Festival – Volunteer/Supporter 

 

Marcus Wilkerson, Local Sales Manager 
Wichita Center for Arts, Member 

Positive Directions, Volunteer 

Run Wichita, Member 

GoRun Racing Team, Member 

Midwest Double Reed Society 

Friends Community Orchestra, Member 

 



 

 

Eddie Gilmer 

Big Brothers Big Sisters - Bowl for Kids Sake Participant 

 

Eron Rawson 

Lead Sound Tech & Worship Musician, Volunteer, Gracepoint Community Church 

 

Shelby Rawlings 

Executive Leadership Committee Member – American Heart Association’s Go Red for Women 

 

Stephanie Huff, Promotion Manager 

Friends of the Wichita Public Library, Board Member 

 

Shawn Hilferty, Director of Marketing and Digital Media 

Wichita State University Marketing Advisory Board 

 

Ross Janssen, Meteorologist 

National AMS Broadcast Board Chairman 

AMS/NWA Wichita Chapter Treasurer 

HOA President 

Volunteer at Kechi United Methodist Church 

 

Rodney Price, Meteorologist 

Member AMS/NWA local chapter 

Parish Unity Pillar - Saint Thomas Aquinas Church  

Volunteer - Saint Thomas Aquinas School; Meals on Wheels; Gift bearers 

 

Lindsay Morgan, Sales Assistant 

St Catherine of Siena – church volunteer 

St Catherine of Siena – PTO & school volunteer 

Bishop Carroll Kids Club Wrestling - volunteer 

 

Robert Marin, Executive Producer 

Volunteer organist – Meridian Ave. Baptist Church, Wichita, KS 

Volunteer pianist – Lakepoint Nursing Home, Wichita, KS 

 

Jillian Blackburn, Max Relevance Project Manager 

Kansas K-9 ResQ, volunteer 

 

Sean Robinson 
Church of the Blessed Sacrament, Altar Server instructor, choir member 

Knights of Columbus, Pope John Paul the Great Council, Trustee and Past Grand Knight 

Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity, Alumni Association member and volunteer 

 

Katie Hatfield 

HopeNet, member of Demi Do Cents  



 

 

Public Engagements 

Sunflower Broadcasting, Inc. serves the community by attending various special events where our 

employees emcee, educate, entertain and motivate throughout the year.  Our employees have made special 

appearances to the following organizations. 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

April 2014 

2 Cessna Elem 1
st
 grade WX talk 90 Mark Larson 

3 Young Professionals Moderate/ host 100 Michael Schwanke 

3 Isley ES Weather talk 60 Rodney Price 

4 Earhardt Elem. Environmental Bee MC 800 Mark Larson 

5 MDA Muscle Walk Emcee 500 Dani Wilkick 

10 Independent School K WX talk 30 Mark Larson 

11 Valley Center Elem. 1
st
 gd Mystery Reader 25 Mark Larson 

15 Earhart Elem. 5
th

 grade WX talk 90 Mark Larson 

19 Sedgwick Co Zoo Zoo Eggstravaganza 1000+ Katie Hatfield 

21 YMCA men’s club Luncheon 20 Jenn Bates 

22  Vermillion Elem. Maize 2nd WX talk 120 Mark Larson 

24 Maize Central 2
nd

 grade WX talk 110 Mark Larson 

25 HopeNet Race for Hope – emcee 100 Katie Hatfield 

26 Hard Charge Race 500+ Shane Konicki, Ross Janssen, 

Melissa Scheffler 

26 Heartspring Autism Care Walk 1000+ Kara Sewell, Roger Cornish, 

Rodney Price 

29 Jackson Elem 5
th

 grade Flight Festival WX talk 75 Mark Larson 

 If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

  

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

May 2014 

1 Apollo Elem. Goddard 5th WX talk 100 Mark Larson 

3 KWCH Top of the Class 150 Jenn Bates, Roger Cornish, 

Melissa Scheffler 

4 Wichita Sports Commission Prairie Fire Race—race 

announcer 

 

3,000 Jenn Bates 

 

6 Valley Center Scouts WX safety talk 45 Mark Larson 

8 Central Christian 2
nd

 grade WX talk 80 Mark Larson 

10 Boy Scouts of America Over the Edge 100 Katie Hatfield, Jenn Bates, 

Sierra Scott 

15 Hispanic Chamber Emcee 100+ Pilar Pedraza 

17 Victory in the Valley East meets West  Jenn Bates, Katie Hatifield, 

Shane Konicki, Marielkis 

Salazar, Beatriz Parez 

29 Augusta Library WX talk 75 Mark Larson 

30 Wichita RiverFest Parade Thousands Kara Sewell 

 If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

June 2014 

6 KS Music Educators Kodaly Concert  MC 500 Mark Larson 

13 Splurge Magazine Air Capital Tee-off  party 500 Mark Larson 

13 Splurge Magazine Air Capital Classic Tee 500 Katie Hatfield, Kara Sewell, 



 

 

Party Mark Larson, Brian Heap 

 

14 NAU Graduation Speaker 500+ Kara Sewell 

23 KS teachers Adopot-A-School Golf Lots Mark Larson, roger cornish 

26 Westwood Presb. Church Senior Lunch WX talk 60 Mark Larson 

26 Rose Hill Dare Commencement Address  200 Jade DeGood 

26 Retired school workers speaker 150 Roger Cornish 

    
If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

 


